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ABSTRACT 
Quantity Surveying (QS) is a profession concerned with 
providing a wide range of value-added services to construction 
project contractors. In recent years, changes have become 
increasingly apparent in the Profession, partly due to the clients' 
rising demand for value-added services instead of traditional 
Quantity Surveying services, and partly due to the rapid rate of 
development of information technology which brings the possibility of 
replacement of the measurement task of Quantity Surveying which the 
Profession has been depending on since its formation. 
The environment of Hong Kong is more turbulent than before. 
The effect of the Port and Airport Development Projects (PADS) and 
the return of Hong Kong to mainland China in 1997 are uncertain. 
Under such situations, Quantity Surveying Consultants in Hong Kong 
have to take a more strategic market-oriented approach to survive and 
grow in the long run. Therefore it is thought that a study on the 
future strategic directions of professional Quantity Surveying 
consultant firms in Hong Kong would be worthwhile. 
This study attempts to propose strategic directions for private 
sector Quantity Surveying consultancy firms in Hong Kong and examine 
suitability of strategic directions for different types of firms 
through an analysis of the business environineiit, the likely future 
development of the profession, and review of literature on strategies 
and marketing. 
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A model for study, taking into account the Hong Kong 
environment and the Quantity Surveying profession, is developed to 
constitute the framework for study. Tools such as life cycle 
analysis, Michael Porter's Five Forces Analysis model, and SWOT 
analysis, are used in the study. Questionnaires were sent to local 
Quantity Surveying firms to find out what strategies are actually 
adopted by them. Results from the returned questionnaires were 
compared with information derived from the strategic planning 
analysis. Together, these provided a foundation for evaluating the 
current situation for strategic planning in the profession, and, 
consequently, a basis for discussing the future of Hong Kong firms in 
the industry. 
Life cycle analysis reveals that the profession's major 
product, Bills of Quantities is already in the maturity stage. 
Although it is expected that this maturity stage will still persist 
for, say, ten years, now is the critical timing for the profession to 
reorient itself to provide more value-added services to clients. The 
BCG Model and Ansoff's Product/Market Expansion Grid are used to 
provide a framework for the development of new services and new 
markets. 
The business environment in Hong Kong is found to be uncertain 
mainly because of the ‘China' effect. In spite of this, future 
business prospects are still considered optimistic. However, the 
Five Force Analysis reveals that competitiveness in the profession is 
becoming more and more intense. The development of new services by 
the profession results in competition with other professions 
including lawyers, accountants, general practice surveyors, 
management consultants, etc. 
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Under this situation, Quantity Surveying practices in Hong Kong 
have to take up a more strategic market-oriented approach instead of 
the traditional product-oriented approach. A number of strategies, 
based on the methodology of analysis described earlier, is proposed. 
Suitability of these strategies to different types of firms is also 
studied. Conclusions derived are compared with returned 
questionnaire results. 
It is concluded that opening of a new geographical market, 
improvement of quality standards, and increasing types of service 
offered are among the major strategic directions for local Quantity 
Surveying practices to pursue and they are of increasing importance 
over time. Achieving cost efficiency as a strategic direction is 
more suitable to large firms but its importance is expected to reduce 
over time. Focusing on specific niches is always an important 
strategy and is particularly appealing to small firms. Furthermore, 
the importance of promotion, etc. to increase market share cannot be 
understated. 
The coming ten years is a period of change. Market gaps can 
exist if Quantity Surveying practices cannot fill them due to lack of 
skills and knowledge. Hence, strategic management will be of growing 
importance in the profession in the near future. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION TO STUDY 
STATE OF ART 
Quantity Surveying (QS) is a profession concerned with 
providing value-added services to construction projects. Tasks 
include estimating, contract formation, management and settlement, 
cost controlling, etc. These are achieved through a knowledge base 
and skills developed as a result of the long history of the 
profession which can be traced back to the 17th century. 
Significant changes have been occurring in the structure of the 
profession and in professional practice as the result of wider 
changes in the construction industry. Traditionally professionalism 
represented a kind of authority where professional advice faced 
little query. This trend is, however, reversed. Many property 
developers today are economic giants with excellent commercial 
experiences. They know what they need and want. They are not going 
to accept services without questioning. Everything will be judged by-
its value. Hence a Quantity Surveying firm may find survival 
difficult if it simply depends on providing traditional services and 
does not possess some distinct advantages over other firms. The 
trend is worldwide and has already raised concern to quantity 
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surveyors in the United Kingdom, as stated in the Lay's Report to the 
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors^. 
"A service must be provided which is market demand led, rather 
than one arising form historical convention for the convenience 
of the supplier." 
Similar messages are also conveyed in 'QS 2000', a report 
prepared by the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors in 1991. 
"Quantity Surveying is very much a client led profession. 
Quantity Surveyors respond to client needs but must also 
continue to develop more on their own initiative. Concerns in 
the coming decade will be dominated by the need to anticipate 
and satisfy changing client requirements. 
"The specific challenge here is demonstrate that consolidating 
Quantity Surveying services into dedicated and independent 
professional function can bring advantages and benefits to 
clients. 
In addition, competition may not only come within the 
profession. Accountants may be able to take up the cost controlling 
function. The contractual aspect of the industry may also be dealt 
with by lawyers. On the other hand, Quantity Surveying knowledge and 
skill may be extended to other industries, such as the aircraft 
industry, ship building and manufacturing. Hence, in the long run, 
Quantity Surveying firms will find themselves competing in a bigger 
arena than before. Noel McDonagh and Professor Peter Brandon also 
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expressed a similar opinion in one of their articles in the journal 
of ‘Chartered Quantity Surveyor'. 
"The boundaries between the professions in the industry (and 
elsewhere) will blur, fudge and eventually disappear. 
Construction clients will be better informed through better 
communication and will demand a better service."4 
This situation is further complicated in Hong Kong. The 
economic and political climate of Hong Kong is changing and can be 
said to be more turbulent than in the past. The effect of the 'Rose 
Garden Airport Project', and the return of Hong Kong to mainland 
China in 1997 are still uncertain and present both opportunities and 
threats to those who decide to stay in Hong Kong. 
Changes have also emerged from within the profession, albeit 
influenced by external factors. As pointed out by McDonagh and 
Brandon, information technology will relegate many skills undertaken 
by professional Quantity Surveyors to the technician level^. New 
services have to be developed based on the existing knowledge and 
skill base of the profession. 
Under such circumstances, a private sector Quantity Surveying 
firm probably will have to take a longer vision in order to survive 
and to grow. The traditional skill of quantity measurement and 
evaluation of prices by quantity surveyors may not satisfy additional 
requirements by clients. The change of emphasis from a traditional 
product-oriented approach to a more strategic market-oriented 
approach appears to be the direction. 
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OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
It is attempted to achieve the following objectives in this 
study： 
(a� Propose strategic directions for the Quantity Surveying 
profession as a whole in Hong Kong. 
(b) Propose strategic directions for private sector Quantity 
Surveying consultants in Hong Kong. Suitability of 
proposed strategies to different types of firms is 
examined. 
(c) Explore the market of the People's Republic of China. 
Identify a special economic zone in China and look for 
opportunities in the market. 
(d) Find out what strategic directions are actually pursued 
by local practices through a questionnaire survey and 
compare results with conclusion in (a) and (b) above. 
METHODOLOGY 
h M o a e l f o r S t u d y 
A Quantity Surveying practice can be considered as an element 
in three sets. 
(a) Set A - Hong Kong environment 
(b) Set B - Professional market in People's Republic of China 
(c) Set C - Quantity Surveying Profession 
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The union of Set A, Set B and Set C, A^ B J c creates the wider 
environment whilst the intersection of Set A, Set B and Set C, 
A O B r ^ C creates the immediate environment under which a Quantity 
Surveying consultancy in Hong Kong operates. Elements in the 
intersection, A A B ^ C , includes also Michael Porter's Five-Forces 
which are competitors, substitutes, potential entrants, suppliers and 
buyers to a local professional practice. (Refer Figure 1.1). 
Set A： 
Hong Kong Environmemf 
Opportunities 
Threats 
Set B: Set (Ar^B��C) ；_Immediate Set C: 
Professional M^rKgt Environment OS Profession 
in People^g Rggublic Michael Porter's Fornps 
Qf Chin这 Opportunities 
Competitors Threats 
Opportunities Substitutes Strengths 






Fig. 1.1 Quantity Surveying Practice as an Element in both 
sets of 'Hong Kong Environment and 'Quantity Surveying 
Profession' 
The model can be represented in the following logic symbols： 
1. H.K. QS firm (S A 
2. H.K. QS firm e B 
3 . H.K. QS firm 么 C 
4. {H.K. QS firm, its competitors, substitutes, 
potential entrants, suppliers, buyers) e.(A H B 0 C) 
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Deductivp MohV^ r^ H 
This is the method of conclusion reached by reasoning from 
general laws to particular cases. Most strategic decision making 
frameworks, such as Caplan's Method^, follow this approach. in the 
context of the aforesaid model, it means to deduce the strategic 
directions for Hong Kong Quantity Surveying firms through analysis of 
the sets in which it belongs to: 
(a) Set A - Hong Kong environment 
(b) Set B - Professional Market of People's Republic of China 
(c) Set C - Quantity Surveying Profession 
(d� Set A O B ^ C - Immediate environment to a H.K. Q.S. 
firm. This includes also Michael 
Porter's Five Forces. 
This approach is adopted as the major method of study in this 




in People's Republic Hong Kong Environment Quantity Surveying 
of China Profession 
Micheal Porter's 
Five Forces 
Opportunities & Strength Sc Weaknesses 
Treast to H.K.Q.S. of the QS profession 
Profession compared wtih 
other professions 
I 
QS Market Strategic directions Individual Q.S. 
Segmentation ~ ^ available to H.K. firm 
Q.S. Profession Characteristics 
Strategies suitable 
to H.K.Q.S. firms 
Fig. 1-2: Flowcharting of the Deductive Method of Study 
adopted in this dissertation 
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Indueti VP M计hr^H 
Another method to evaluate strategies adopted by Hong Kong 
Quantity Surveying practices is the inductive method. This is a 
method of reasoning that obtains or discovers general laws from 
particular facts. In this case, it means to collect field data from 
local Quantity Surveying firms to find out what strategies they are 
adopting and to induce the relationships between strategies adopted 
and characteristics of individual firms within their environment. 
Since this method involves a vast amount of research and is very time 
consuming, it is only used as a supplementary means to enhance the 
results from a deductive method. A.questionnaire was designed and 
sent to local Quantity Surveying firms for this purpose. One section 
of the questionnaire was designed to examine the corporate planning 
process used by respondents in those firms. 
FRAMEWORK OF STUDY 
The framework for this study is mainly based on deductions made 
earlier and is described briefly below. 
Chapter I is the introduction. Objectives of this study and 
methodology to achieve them are discussed. Background of this study 
is also mentioned. 
Chapter II describes what the Quantity Surveying profession is 
and the general environment in which the profession in involved-
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Chapter III discusses the future development of the Quantity 
Surveying Profession as a whole. Tools such as lifecycle analysis, 
Boston Consulting Group (BCG) Model, Ansoff's Product/Market 
Expansion Grid, and others, are utilized to study the likely trend of 
development. 
Chapter IV analyses the broad and competitive environment of 
private sector Quantity Surveying practices in Hong Kong. Michael 
Porter's Five Forces Industry Structural Analysis Model is applied in 
the analysis of the competitive environment. 
Chapter V explores the opportunities of the China market in 
relation to Quantity Surveying practices of Hong Kong firms, and 
analyzes whether it is worthwhile for Hong Kong Quantity Surveying 
firms to enter the China market. 
Chapter VI examines strategic choices available to Hong Kong 
Quantity Surveying firms. Segmentation of the Quantity Surveying 
market, and opportunities and threats to local Quantity Surveying 
consultancy firms are examined. 
Chapter VII describes and studies the results of the 
questionnaire (refer to Appendix 1) • 
Chapter VIII gives a brief conclusion to the whole study. 
Strategic directions to the profession as a whole and to individual 
Quantity Surveying practices in Hong Kong are discussed. 
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CHAPTER II 
QUANTITY SURVEYING AS A SERVICE 
INTRODUCTION 
Quantity Surveying (QS) is a profession concerned with 
evaluation of construction projects in respect to both schemes under 
design and work in progress. This basic function of evaluation has 
been extended to include advice on the relative costs of alternative 
designs and materials, considerations of costs, and feasibility 
studies including the economics of schemes. In general, quantity 
surveyors are building economists who deal with factors affecting 
value for money in the construction industry. The evaluation of work 
in progress has been absorbed into the wider considerations of 
contract placing and management, in which the value of work is 
determined. Hence, viewed from this perspective, quantity surveyors 
are also regarded as contract administrators and contract managers of 
construction projects. 
Quantity Surveyors can be viewed as members of two groups of 
professionals： 
(a) Quantity Surveyors as one of the various disciplines of 
the surveying profession. 
(b) Quantity Surveyors as a member of the design team in the 
construction industry. 
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The relationship between the QS professional and these two 
groups is summarized in Figure 2.1 and will be further elaborated in 
the coming sections. As seen from Fig. 2 . 1 , the Surveying Profession 
grouping can be regarded as the vertical axis which passes through 
the complete time span of property development and maintenance whilst 
grouping of the design and the construction teams can be regarded as 
the horizontal axis which links key participants performing various 
functions in the construction process (includes both the design phase 
and construction phase). 
QUANTITY SURVEYING IN THE SURVEYING PROFESSION 
Quantity Surveying is one of the four branches in the two 
professional bodies, the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors 
(RICS) and the Hong Kong Institute of Surveyors (HKIS) . The four 
branches of Surveying are： 
(a) Land Surveying 
(b) Quantity Surveying 
(c) General Practice Surveying 
(d) Building Surveying 
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SURVEYING ACTORS TN THE PPOPTTPTY MAPKT^T 
PROFESS而 
Developer* 
General Developer's other advisors 
Practice agents： 
Surveyor 
Project manager, Lawyer, 
Accountant, Insurer, 
Land Banker, Financial 




Architect Quantity Various etc. | 二 ? 聊 T T � N ^ 





Figure 2.1： Actors in the Property Market 
(* Note： Developer is sometimes regarded also 
as a member of the design team.) 
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The core role of the Surveying profession as a whole can be 
summarized as the addition of value for owners and occupiers, in the 
creation, management, development, maintenance and improvement of, 
and investment in, the stock of property assets, and its 
augmentation?. The individual role of each surveying discipline in 
the Surveying profession is briefly described in the following 
paragraphs. 
Land Surveying 
Land Surveying is a science as well as an art of position 
fixing, measuring and delineating the physical and cultural features 
of the earth. The role of the land surveyors has been closely 
related to all sorts of civil engineering works and land matters such 
as building roads, flyovers, tunnels, defining property boundaries, 
preparing plans from various surveys. 
Quantity Surveying 
Quantity Surveyors are professionals who have been trained as 
construction cost consultants. They have expert knowledge of costs, 
values, labour and material prices, finance, contractual arrangements 
and legal matters in the construction field. 
General Practice Surveying 
The General Practice Surveyor, through his specialized training 
and experience, is in a position to offer skilled and effective 
advice in connection with the development, use and management of land 
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and property. The expertise of a general practice surveyor can 
broadly be divided into four areas： 
(a) Valuation 
(b) Development Consultancy 
(c) Sale and Letting 
(d) Property Management 
Building Surveying 
The Building Surveyor specializes in building and construction 
matters and is generally recognized as the "doctor" of buildings. 
Focusing on building construction in his education, the 
building surveyor acquires expert knowledge in building technology, 
construction economics, land use, development laws, management, and 
other related subjects. 
QUANTITY SURVEYING IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY 
The Construction Process 
To comprehend fully the role of Quantity Surveying Profession 
in the construction industry, it is essential to examine the basic 
factors involved in the commissioning and carrying out of a 
construction contract. 
Figure 2.2 presents a broad and very simplified outline of the 




(c) contract documentation 
(d) construction on site 
Also shown are the main participants involved at each phase and 
the key decisions while must be taken before a project can pass on to 
the next phase. Many of the activities in the process are 
interrelated, while others are overlapping. 
As can be seen from the construction process, there is a 
fragmentation of roles within the industry into different 
professions. Architects, quantity surveyors, engineers, as well as 
contractors and sub-contractors, tend to mask their interdependence 
on one another. Every time a new construction project is 
established, a combination of participants will be grouped together 
to perform the design and construction work. After completion of the 
project, new combinations will be formed to carry out other new 
projects. The roles of the key participants including the developer 
(the client in Fig. 2.2), the architect, other consultants including 
engineers, the contractor, the sub-contractors and suppliers will be 
described in the coming section. 
Fig. 2.2： Traditional Construction Process for New Worlcs 
(reproduced from KBDO, "How Flexible Construction ？ A Study of Resources I Participants in . 
the Construction-Process", London, HHSO, 1978, P.<,5. 4 
• . . . . Key decisions 
Phase Participants* Activities 
Conceptual Client or developer ^ Conception of clcinancl • ‘ 
Land owner t Financc source 
Valuat ion surveyors Si lc . idcnl i f ica l ion 1 idcn l i f icn l ion • • 
Lawyers Outl ine proposals and ‘ l Preliminary 
Financiers | > prel iminary v iabi l i ty : v iabi l i ty 
IDC. OOP off icials decision ^ 
Town and country planners y 
Arch i l cc l or civil engineer r— ; — ‘ • p -
= 二 = 二 — r • 1 S i 一 i 丄 o n I 一 X i n o 。 【 - t r a c t 
planning “ T advicc 
f-^ ； —"： Issue of design 
Design brief brief 
1 r ‘ ^ , 
； ——- ‘ ‘ I …-^••->« ‘ I , • » » 
Design Architoct or civil engineer Sclicmc design 二 ^ “ ~ ~ 
Structural engineer tJ^~~’ ： 
Building scrviccs engineer . I 
QuarUiiy surveyor Detail design • 
Other design professionals 4 c iv i l engineer Structural engineer 1 ^ j I 
Specialist contractors I -1 Arc l i i l cc t QuaiUi ly surveyor • 
Town and country planners Specialist I ^ i DiiiltiiiMi scrviccs Oi l ier specialists { ^ 1 
Building rctjulalions officers contraclors design ciujinccV . 
Fire author i ty off icers t ~~ 
Financiers ± 
Client Detailed planning 
permission and bye-law 
approval . 
t 
Conf i rmat ion of finance Final v iabi l i ty 
nnci v i i ib i l i l y acccplancc 
1 r ] r . 
； C o m m i l m c n l of 
Conlracl Quanl i ly surveyor > Contract i locumenta l ion long term financti 
documentat ion Archi tcct or civil engineer T 
Specialist conlraclors I _ 
•Main conlraclor , ^ Preparation of lender 
L a w y e r s - j-
Financiers J . • 
Client Lcu ing specialist . Let t ing main c o n t r a c t D c c i s m n to 
Trade unions contracts p- consiruci 
^ <—— 
Construction Main contractor 
on site Archi tect or civil engineer — ] . 
Quant i ty surveyor Contract ncl ini i i islral lon and site 
Building scrviccs engineer supervision 
Structural engineer Civil cncjinccr. architcct. quant i ty surveyor | 
Specialist conlraclors ； 
Other sub contractors 
Contract management Main contractor 's 
Tcclinicol and cicrical staff Input of manpower input 
Trndcsmoi、 nintorials nii i l Aclmlnislrat ivc, profnssi(川iil, 
Unskil led and scmi-skillccl components technical aiicJ cicrical slalf 
operatives Operatives 
Olf-si lc support staff ： 
Material producers 
Component manufaclurcrs 
Trade unions Specialist contractor 's 
Builders' merchants manpower input 
Plant hirers Administ ra l ivc, professional. 
Plant manufacturers ； technical and cicrical staff 
Building inspector Plant uti l isation- Operatives 
Client ‘ 
Lawyers , 
I • — I •• • •丨丨• • • I ••丨 
Sub-contractor's 
- • manpower inpu t ‘ 
I Administrat ive, professional, 
Icchnical and cicrical staff 
Operatives 
’广， > r r y r \ f y f 
• • 
I ^ ^ 1 1 1 1 —I 
Construct ion Acccplancc and 
1 . I commissioning 
• D o m i n a n t por t ic lpont i h o w n 
In bo ld typo 
/V • 
1 This is inlcndcci on ly lo dcmonsl ra to an ou t l i no of ihn t rad i t ionn l cons t ruc t ion procoss w i l h o i i t a l l c rnp t i ng to detai l t l io many oc l iv i l i cs , dut ies and 
relationships involved. These may be found in o i l ie r pub l ica t ions such as Ihe n i D A plan o( w o r k for design. 
2 Many vnr iaf ions are possible on t l ic t rad i t iona l const rv ic l ion process: 
— j o m c act ivi t ies may bo o m i l t e d . eg in pr ivate housing whcro the devclopnr i$ also the contractor； 
- t h e order of act ivi t ies may be d i f t e r cn t . eg the sito may already be owned before the p ro jcc t is concc ived; l l ie con t rac t may be let before 
design is startod, for some types of cont rac t . 
3 A l t hough (he ( lows between act iv i t ies arc oil shown ns one-way, many of them w i l l be i w o - w a y . 
M 
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RqIqs Qf Key Participant-.^ in thf. rnn.c:truction P r n � 
Th年(^gveloppr, The developer commissioners the building 
or other projects and may well be an owner as well. He provides the 
financial consideration for the building process and is the employer 
of the professional team and construction contractors. 
Th祭 ^yghitgct, The architect's most common duties are to 
interpret the developer's brief or help him to decide it, to prepare 
the preliminary and detailed designs, and to supervise the 
construction of the work to ensure that they will be accepted as 
satisfactory by the developer. 
Traditionally, the architect is appointed first and may often 
advise the selection of the rest of the design team members. Hence, 
he usually acts as the integrator and leader of the whole design 
team. When the construction process is sufficiently complex, a 
project manager may be employed to take up the overall supervisory, 
coordinating and controlling functions. The position of project 
manager is open to any design team member who possesses the 
capability. 
Structural engineer and building services engineer. The 
structural engineer and the building services engineer are 
responsible for the main structural design and the major services 
design respectively. There are also some specialist designers who 
are responsible for work such as decorative features or acoustic 
designs. 
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Thg COntr-arfor The contractor, sub-contractor and 
suppliers are members of the construction team. The contractor is 
the only other party to the construction contract with the developer. 
This relationship is achieved only when a contract has been brought 
into existence； until then he is the tenderer, of perhaps the firm 
with whom the client is treating. He is responsible for the physical 
construction and the overall coordination of the many firms which 
contribute to producing the construction project (subcontractors). 
The S曲contractors and the suppliers. since construction 
work may involve different specialists in various trades and 
services, these trades and services are referred to as subcontractors 
under the main contractor's work. 
Subcontractors are referred to as "domestic" if they are chosen 
solely at the contractor's option, and are referred to as "nominated" 
if they are selected by the architect to enter into a subcontract 
with a contractor. 
Suppliers are firms which provide and deliver materials or 
components to the site but do not undertake any work on site. They 
may be engaged by the contractor on his own initiative or they may 
come by a process of nomination by the architect. 
Relationship of Key Participants in the Construction Process 
Two types of relations are identified in the construction 
process： 
(a) Contractual relations 
(b) Procedural relations 
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CQntr^ctu^l relationn, The developer, besides entering 
into a contract with the contractor, also contracts with various 
design consultants and the quantity surveyor. The contractor is also 
in a contractual relationship with a number of subcontractors, either 
nominated or domestic, and suppliers. It is the developer and the 
contractor who, through the construction contract, provide the 
connection for the rest of the participants in the contractual 
process (refer Fig. 2.3). Only where the contractor or a 
subcontractor provides some design service is there likely to be any 
disturbance of the left-to-right division of Fig. 2.3. The effect of 
this is often untidy, which is one of the reasons for adoption of 
developer/subcontractor agreements and supplier warranties. 
DSSIGN T 丽 CONSTRUCTION TEAM 
Developer • Contractor 
z \ \ 
Quantity Architect Surveyor Suppliers 
• • t 
Design „ , ^ ^ 1 二 4_ Sub-contractors Consultants 
Fig. 2.3: Contractual Relations with the 
Df^sign and Construction Teams 
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PrQgg^iiral. r^latinnR Other than the contractual 
relations, there exists another set of relations in construction 
project. This set of relations is for procedural purposes and is 
shown in Fig. 2.4. Such relations are the result of the Hong Kong 
Institute of Surveyors form of contract and the division of design 
and construction that largely prevails throughout the industry. The 
procedures aim to make the architect the only person responsible for 
instructions and able to give them directly to the contractor. Even 
the developer may not do so. The quantity surveyor alone is free to 
have direct dealings with the contractor and does not have to deal 
solely through the architect. This is because his role is to record 
and evaluate and not to design and instruct； so far as he influences 
these latter activities it will be by advice to the designers 
themselves. 
Architect • Contractor 
Z \ Z \ 
Quantity � 
Developer Surveyor Suppliers 
T t 
Design „ ^ ^ ^ T Z. Sub-contractors Consultants 
Fig. 2.4： Procedural Relations Among the 
Design and Construction Teams 
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PRINCIPAL SERVICES OF THE QUANTITY SURVEYING PROFESSION 
Building construction, civil and structural engineering, 
mechanical building and engineering services, petrochemicals, mineral 
extraction, planning and urban development are all areas in which the 
Quantity Suirveying profession is equipped to provide advice. 
The following are the principal services which can be rendered 
by Quantity Surveying profession： 
(a) Preliminary cost advice 
(b) Cost planning 
(c) Preparing tender documents and negotiating contract 
prices 
(d) Preparing contract documents and participating in 
contract administration 
(e) Preparing cash flow forecasts and exercising cost 
control over the project 
(f) Project management 
(g) Giving expert evidence in arbitrations and disputes 
(h) Assessing replacement values for insurance. 
Preliminary Cost Advice 
From the outset, the Quantity Surveying profession will give 
practical advice on the likely cost of a project. He will also 
prepare cost studies and advise on alternative design solutions, 
structural forms, choice of materials, construction sequence and 
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maintenance cost. From that, detailed cost plans can be developed 
for budgetary control. 
Cost Planning 
Cost planning is a special technique introduced by the Quantity 
Surveying profession. It aims to help all members of the 
construction team - architects, engineering consultants, interior 
specialists - to arrive jointly at practical designs for a project 
and stay within the budget. 
Effective cost planning will help ensure that, once a realistic 
estimate is agreed, everything that follows is in accord with it, 
from the successful contractor's tender to the final project cost. 
Contracting Methods 
No two projects are the same. Most major projects - and many 
smaller ones - are individual challenges and need individual 
solutions. Not surprisingly, therefore, the construction industry 
has evolved a range of procedures. The most common are summarized 
below. 
Competitive tendering is the normal method of securing 
contracts, and can allow either for firm price tenders, or tenders 
which provide for cost fluctuations. 
Negotiated tenders enable the whole project to be planned from 
the outset with a single contractor, who is chosen for a particular 
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expertise or construction system. In a package deal (or 'design and 
build contract') the contractor undertakes the entire task of design 
and construction. 
The Quantity Surveying profession will advise on the best kind 
of contract for the project. 
Competitive tendering of one kind or another remains the usual 
basis for construction contracts, and "bills of quantities" are 
fundamental to this process. 
Bills of Quantities translate the drawings, plans and 
specifications produced by the designers to enable each contractor to 
calculate his tender 
prices faiirly, on exactly the same basis as his 
competitors. During construction, they are also a crucial element in 
effective cost control. 
Valuation of Construction Work 
In most construction contracts, the contractor is paid monthly. 
The quantity surveyor will value the work carried out each month on 
the project and submit a recommendation for certified payment. 
The Quantity Surveying profession will stay with the project 
right to the settlement of the accounts, when all necessary 
adjustments are dealt with. 
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He will also prepare any analysis of the final account which 
may be required； prepare statements of expenditure for tax or 
accountancy purposes； and assess the project's replacement value for 
insurance. 
Project-, M p m 巧 — n — 
A successful project requires expert advice from all the 
building professionals. A project manager is necessary to coordinate 
this expert advice and manage the project to ensure its timely 
completion within the budget. 
As professionals in Quantity Surveying have been specially 
trained in the financial, legal, and contractual aspects of 




DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
QUANTITY SURVEYING PROFESSION 
LIFE CYCLE ANALYSIS OF THE PROFESSION 
» 
Concept of Product Life Cycle? 
A product life cycle can be likened to an organic living form 
which passes from birth to death. There are certain recognizable 
stages in the life cycle of most successful products. They are shown 
in Fig. 3.1 and occur in the following order： 
(a) Market Development (Introduction) 
This is when a new product is first brought to market, 
before there is a proved demand for it, and often before 
it has been fully proved out technically in all respects. 
Sales are low and often creep along slowly. 
(b) Market Growth (Take-off) 
This is marked by a rapid climb in sales. Demand begins 
to accelerate, and the size of the total market expands 
rapidly. 
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(c) Market Maturity 
Demand levels off at this stage. Sales growth slows 
down. There is over-capacity in the industry and 
competition is intensified. 
(d) Market Decline 
The sales of the product decline due to a number of 
reasons, such as technology advances, consumer shifts in 
tastes, and increased domestic and foreign competition. 
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Sales 
Volume I 丨 ； 
I w 
stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 
Introduction Growth Maturity Decline 
Fia. 3.1: Product Life Cyr;lf> 
Concept of Profession 
A profession can be defined as a group of people, with deep 
knowledge applied in a specific area, bound by a code of ethics which 
has the public trust. To apply the knowledge, members of a 
profession need well defined skills. It is this combination of 
knowledge and skill applied within a certain domain which is the very 
essence of a profession. Based on this definition, Noel McDonagh and 
Professor Peter Brandon proposed a framework for the study of the 
future development of the Quantity Surveying Profession�. 
Nne.l McDonagh and Professor Peter Brandon's Framework^ 
The Framework can be summarized in Fig. 3.2. The application 
area can be extended or contracted depending on market forces, 
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competition and marketing policy. None of the three components, 
knowledge, skills, or applications are static and all need constant 
surveillance, updating, and modification. In the coming paragraphs, 
the PLC concept will be applied to each of the 3 components of the QS 
profession to study what PLC stage the profession is in and how the 
profession's life cycle can be affected. 
r Knowledge Base Application Core Skills 
Fiq, 3,2; Application Area of A Profession Based nn 
Combination of Knowledge Base and Core Skills 
Profession Life Cycle of Quantity Surveying 
As can be seen in the previous section, Bills of Quantities 
(BQ) have been the major product for the profession since its 
formation. Most of the applications of the profession are based on 
its core product and development during the history of the 
profession. 
As professionalism in the construction industry develops, 
competitive tendering became the norm. Quantity Surveyors were able 
to produce Bills of quantities as tender documents and therefore 
monitor the tendering process and began to take up roles as impartial 
consultants. 
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As time passed, the QS profession was able to provide more 
services with the application of Bills of Quantities in lump sum 
contracting： 
(a) Cost advice and planning 
After being priced, the Bills of Quantities provide a 
good basis for cost analysis which subsequently will be 
of use on future contracts in cost planning work. 
(b) Valuation of construction work 
This includes evaluation of variations which often occur 
during the progress of work and valuation for interim 
payments to the contractor. 
(c) Contract Administration 
With the emerging of general contractors and various 
kinds of tendering methods, and the increasing complexity 
of construction projects, the contract between the 
client-to-build and the contractor becomes more and more 
important. As bills of quantities are used in the 
tendering process, they naturally become part of the 
contract document. Quantity Surveyors thus are able to 
extend their roles to become contract administrators and 
experts in legal matters in the construction field. 
It can be seen from the above history of Bills of Quantities 
that the product life has been repeatedly extended and stretched. 
This may not have been purposely planned at the outset, but the 
results are quite as if they had been planned and followed Theodore 
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Levitt's Strategies of "Developing new varied usage of the product 
among current users" and "Creating new users for the product to 
extend the life c y c l e T h e hypothetical life cycle of Bills of 
Quantities is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. 
Utilization ? 
B Summated PLC of 
y y Bills of Quantities 
^ ^ ^ 
Time 
Hypothetical Introduction of New Introduction of 
Ppil^tg Application p£ BQ new Users 
A Final accounts settlement Master- Craftsmen 
B Tendering General contractor, 
Developer 
C Estimation and cost planning General contractor, 
developer 
D Valuation of construction General contractor, 
work developer 
E Contract administration General contractor, 
developer 
Fig. 3.3： Hypothetical Product Life Cvcle 
Bills of quantities. The key question to the profession 
now is at what stage is the Bills of Quantities in its product life 
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cycle. The question is vital to the profession if most services are 
based on the production of Bills of Quantities. 
Although the demise of the Bills of Quantities has been 
predicted for some time due to the increasing variety of building 
contracts and procurement methods available, the decline has not come 
as fast as expected. A survey of building contracts used in Britain 
by the RICS QS Division^® indicates that the use of lump sum 
contracting based on Bills of Quantities has declined from some 65% 
of building work by value in 1984 to 56% in 1989. However, this 
proportion remained virtually unchanged between 1987 and 1989. 
Moreover, other procurement methods, such as Design and Build, 
Management Contracting, etc. have involved quantification of building 
work even though no formal Bills of Quantities were prepared. Hence, 
it is quite certain to say that the product is now in the mature 
stage of the Product Life Cycle. 
Perhaps of more importance for Quantity Surveyors is not so 
much a question of whether Bills of Quantities will disappear, but 
whether they will continue to be prepared by the profession. The 
possibility of automation of the measurement function of Quantity-
Surveying by computer questions the very identity of the profession. 
Consequently, the major challenge to the profession is not what 
new applications occur or what new users to Bills of Quantities can 
be developed, but what new products or services other than Bills of 
Quantities can be provided in the future to cope with clients' needs. 
To answer the later question, an examination of the core skill and 
knowledge base of the profession is necessary and this will be dealt 
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with in the coming two sections. It should be appreciated that the 
life cycle of the profession does not necessarily depend on the life 
cycle of its primary product. In the case of Quantity Surveying, the 
primary product today is Bills of Quantities. 
Pg-Qfession hif^ Cvcle of Quantity snrveyinq .gkinf^ 
A profession's core skills are the bedrock of professional 
practice. They must be adapted and flexible to cope with changing 
circumstances. They must give rise to services which are distinct 
from services offered by other disciplines and which are of value to 
the profession's clients. In the history of Quantity Surveying, the 
skills of the profession have evolved through several stages of 
changes. 
The 1971 RICS Report^^ concluded the core skills of the 
profession as: 
"The distinctive competence of the Quantity Surveyor is a skill 
in measurement and valuation in the field of construction in 
order that such work can be described and the cost and price 
can be forecasted, planned, controlled and accounted for." 
-I y 
In the 1983 RICS Report , many further skills were envisaged 
including, for example, 
(a) Analysis/Synthesis 
Analysing complex projects into manageable work packages, 
advising on appropriate methods of procurement, etc. 
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(b� Evaluation ；Appraisal 
Evaluation of tender bids, valuing work in progress and 
variations, etc. 
(c) Management 
Planning and programming design and construction work, 
project and construction management, etc. 
(d) Value management 
Cost benefit and analysis, etc. 
Although these skills were envisaged in the 1983 Report, the 
relative importance of application of skills such as value management 
was still low compared with the traditional ones. 
It is interesting to discover from the 1991 Report (QS2000)^^ 
that few people interviewed in the study mentioned measurement or 
quantification of building work as a core skill. Possible 
explanations for this phenomenon, the decline in importance of 
quantification and measurement, are the increasing automation of 
measurement and quantification function due to the impact of 
information technology, and the recognition that it is largely a 
technical activity requiring the exercise of relatively low levels of 
professional discretion. 
Although the above research was done in the U.K., there is no 
reason why the results cannot be applied to Hong Kong. The 1991 
Report^^ reviewed recent and likely future developments affecting 
Quantity Surveyors in Britain and internationally. The timing and 
scale of changes may not be the same in different geographical areas, 
but the trend of changes will be consistent. 
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The development of Quantity Surveying skills is summarized in 
Fig. 3.4. It can be seen that evaluation, analysis, management, and 
value management skills are in the growth stage whilst the 





X \ Effect of 
/ Automation of 
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Computation/ Evaluation,,. and Measurement 
/ Analysis, ^  
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Century I 1 ？ time 
Fig. 3.4： Life Cycle of Quantity Surveying Skills 
It is important to know the length of the maturity stage of the 
measurement and computation skills as these are the core skills on 
which the profession's present core product (Bills of Quantities) 
depends. Maturity generally lasts as long as there are no important 
competitive substitutes, no major changes in the environment, etc. 
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The major competitive substitute to the Quantity Surveyor's 
measurement and computation skills is information technology. 
Measurement translates information in the drawings, plans, and 
specifications produced by the designers into Bills of Quantities. 
Theoretically this can be done automatically by computers if 
information on the drawings and specifications are stored in the 
machine. In other words, if designs can be computerized, measurement 
can be automated. 
A discussion with Dr. Chau Kwong-wing of the Department of 
Surveying, University of Hong Kong, suggests that the replacement of 
manual measurement by computer might still take a long period of time 
to occur. Although it may prove more beneficial to computerize the 
measurement process, there are barriers to automatic measurement such 
as the complicated data structure and data transfer in the 
construction industry and the resistance to change by most 
participants in the industry. Hence the profession can still depend 
on the measurement skill for perhaps 10 years, but not forever. 
Bills of Quantities will still be the bread and butter for the 
profession in the coming few years and this provides some buffer time 
to develop other skills in the growth stages of their life cycle. 
Profession Life Cycle of Quantity Surveying Knowledge 
Unlike many other professions, Quantity Surveying does not have 
a distinctive or specialist knowledge. The knowledge bases at the 
present time and their respective stages in the life cycle of 
application development are summarized in Table 3.1. 
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QS Knowledge Bases [ l c^ IExample of Application 
Stages 
Construction technology G Construction “ 
Management 
Economics G Every decision in 
G construction 
Construction economics G Value management 
Project management G Project management 
Information system I/G Information Management 
Measurement M/D Bills of Quantities, 
Traditional QS service 
Contract Law G/M Legal advice, dispute 
advice 
Marketing I Marketing management 
Business administration I Corporate planning, 
Strategic decisions, 
Financial decisions 
Keys: * LC stages - Application Development Life 
Cycle Stages 
I - Introduction 
G - Growth 
M - Maturity 
D - Decline 
Table 3.1: Quantity Surveying Knowledge Bases 
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OP THE QUANTITY SURVEYING PROFESSION 
Application of the Boston Consulting Group (BCG)Model to 
Quantity Surveying Profession 
In Chapter III, it was shown that the profession is a 
combination of skills, knowledge, and applications. There appears no 
distinctive/specialist knowledge and skills in the Quantity Surveying 
profession. If the profession is viewed as a whole competing with 
other professions, the Boston Consulting Group Model can be used to 
analyze and plan for the portfolio of services provided to clients. 
The classification of Quantity Surveying skills, knowledge, and 
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application in the BCG model is summarized in Fig. 3.5 based on the 
life cycle analysis in the previous section and the relative market 
share of application and usage of skills, knowledge, and services 
(application) by the profession compared with other competing 
professions. 
The present 'Cash Cow' for the profession is traditional 
quantity surveying services largely based on the core product Bills 
of Quantities which in turn depends primarily on measurement skill 
and knowledge. As analyzed above, this cash cow will not last 
forever and may develop into a 'Dog' in the future. Hence the 
strategy of the profession now should focus on development of today's 
‘Stars' into tomorrow's ‘Cash Cows' to replace the declining 
measurement skills and knowledge. 
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Growth of 
A P 二 如 Relative Market SharP of on and n.c.；.^^ 
and Usages nf 
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Knowledge Stars ？ Marks 
�Economics� �Construction 
High �Construction Management> 
Management> �Project management> 
�Contract Law> �Information System� 
CQWg Dogs 
Low 
�Measurement > > 
High Low 
Service Stars ？ marks 
(application) <Value management> <Built Asset mtg> 
<Procurement Mgt> <Information Mgt> 
High <Legal & Dispute �Project Mgt> 
Advice> 
Cqws Dogs 
Low �Traditional QS 
services, Bills of 
Quantities� > 
> Trends of future development 
Fig. 3.5： Classification of Quantity Surveying Skills. 
Knowledge and Application in the 
Boston Consulting Group Model 
If we look into the ‘Stars' boxes, there are skills including 
evaluation, analysis, and management. Knowledge in this box includes 
economics, construction economics, and contract laws. These are the 
immediate areas where the profession could develop into applications. 
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Likely applications arising from the combination of these skills and 
knowledge are value management and procurement management as proposed 
by McDonagh and BrandonlS. This may also include legal and dispute 
advice. 
The next area of concern is the 'Question Mark' box. 
Management skills and knowledge are in the box, and they include 
construction technology, project management, and information system 
capabilities. Combinations of these skills and knowledge can be 
developed into applications such as built asset management or 
information management.15 
Application of Ansoff's Product/market Expansion Grid 
to the Formulation of Development Strategies of the 
Quantity Surveying Profession 
The BCG model in the section above only indicates a broad 
direction of Quantity Surveying development by examining the core 
skills and knowledge bases of the profession. In order to get a more 
detailed understanding of the future development of Quantity-
Surveying, Ansoff's Product/Market Expansion Grid^^ is adopted here 
to provide a framework for study (Fig. 3.6). 
Current New 
Products/Services Product/Services 
Current 1. Market 3. Product 
Markets Penetration Development 
Strategy Strategy 
New 2. Market 4. Diversification 
Markets Development Strategy-
Strategy 
Fig. Ansoff's Product/Market Expansion Grid 
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M 她 计 penetration strategy, This strategy emphasizes 
ways to increase the market share of current services in current 
markets. Applying this strategy to Quantity Surveying, it means to 
increase the market share of traditional services including 
estimating, Bills of Quantities, production tendering and contractual 
arrangement, payments, final accounts, and settlement of claims. As 
traditional services are provided by the QS profession only, this 
strategy is meaningless if the profession as a whole is considered. 
Market development strategy. This strategy emphasizes 
new markets in which needs might be met by current Quantity Surveying 
services. At present, the major market of Quantity Surveying is the 
builder's work field in the construction industry. New markets can 
be related services inside the construction industry such as building 
services works, civil engineering works, or repair and maintenance 
works. 
Service development strategy. This strategy considers 
related services development possibilities to current markets. 
Related services offered in conjunction with traditional services 
include： 
(a) Life Cycle Costing 
Costing of the whole life cycle of construction products, 
materials and installations, taking into account 
maintenance costs and running costs in addition to the 
initial costs. 
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(b) Risk Analysis 
Analysis of inherent risk associated with construction 
projects and prepare contingency plans and allow 
contingency money to cope with uncertainties. 
(c) Dispute/Legal advice 
Provide cost analysis and advice on contract documents 
when disputes between contractors and clients occur. 
(d) Value Management 
Focusing on 'value' of design rather than ‘cost' of 
design, a concept and technique originated in the U.S.A. 
(e) Procurement Management 
Seeking and analysing client requirements and 
constraints, advising on and managing organizational 
structure and procurement systems consistent with client 
needs, and constraints including management of design in 
the context of time and cost restrictions. 
It can be seen that all these services are developed from those 
skills and knowledge in the ‘ Star' boxes of the BCG Model which are 
of growing importance in the profession's application development. 
Diversification strategy. There are three types of 
diversification strategies： 
(a) Horizontal diversification 
This strategy concerns development of new 
products/services that could appeal to current customers. 
New service is defined here as the service that utilizes 
those skills and knowledge of the profession that are 
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still in their introduction stages of the application 
development life cycle. Examples of new services under 
this strategy are construction management, project 
management, project rescue services, taxation advice, and 
insolvency advice. 
(b) Concentric diversification 
This strategy concerns development of new products/ 
services that have technological and/or marketing 
synergies with existing product/service lines, even 
though the services may appeal to a new class of 
customers. Examples of this are built asset/facilities 
management and property development services which are 
services to the property market instead of to the 
construction industry. 
(c) Conglomerate diversification 
This strategy is one of entering new businesses that have 
no relationship to the profession's current skills, 
knowledge, technology, services, or markets. 
Conglomerate diversification cannot be applied to the 
development of a profession as this strategy completely 
contradicts the definition and identity of a profession. 
fif^.qiience of Development of New Services 
The BCG Model suggests that skills and knowledge in the ‘Star' 
box should be the immediate areas to be developed, followed by those 
in the 'Question Mark' box. Ansoff's Expansion Grid suggests that 
strategies to be adopted should follow the following sequence： 
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(1) Market penetration 
(2) Market development 
(3) Services development 
(4) Diversification - horizontal 
concentric 
conglomerate 
It is not surprising to discover that the above two models 
result in a similar sequence of new service development because both 
follow the same logic that familiar skills and knowledge should be 
developed first. 
The 1991 RICS Report^"^ suggests the profession should move 
towards areas of low knowledge and high uncertainty to clients and 
other competitors such as early cost advice and risk analysis. 
Additionally, construction cost and price forecasting and advice on 
suitable procurement paths are areas which can combine the 
profession's distinctive competence with a low level of client 
knowledge. 
It is again not surprising to find out that proposed services 
in this report also fall in the ‘Stars' box of the BCG Model, and 
this conforms to the services development strategy of Ansoff's 
Expansion Grid which are the immediate areas of development for the 
profession. In fact the BCG Model does take into account competitive 
conditions. A high relative market share of application in the model 
may reflect that the area is of low knowledge to clients and other 
competitors, and is therefore an area where the QS profession 
possesses distinctive competence. 
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As this chapter only focuses on the development of the 
profession as a whole, any localized effect such as market 
conditions' or clients' preferences are excluded from analysis. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS OF THE 
QUANTITY SURVEYING PROFESSION 
IN HONG KONG 
ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT 
Economic Background of Hona Kong 
Economic growth of Hong Kong has grown steadily from a small 
recession in 1989 and 1990. The recent figure of 1993 Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP) was 5.5% while the estimated GDP for 1994 is also about 
5.5%18. 
Hong Kong is undergoing a critical period as 1997 is 
approaching. Its economic and political conditions are not only 
determined by the local environment but greatly affected by China. 
According to analysts, the economic outlook of Hong Kong in the 
19 coming year depends on the following factors ： 
(a) Most Favoured Nation (MFN) status in China. 
As Hong Kong is the major transition point of export 
goods to the US from China, the MFN status of China is 
essential to the economy, especially to the electronic, 
textile and toys industry. It is estimated that should 
China lose its MFN status, the GDP growth of Hong Kong 
2 0 will lose up to 3.1% for the year of 1 9 9 4� . 
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Loss of Loss of total Loss of local Loss of GDP 
Re-exports trade production 
from China to US 
Year $ (billion) $ (billion) $ (billion) % 
55-77 133-187 19-26 2.2-3.1 
Source： Trade Department 
T这big 4,1 Kptim^ted Economic Setback to Hona Vona shoulf^ 
China lose its mfn sta^ i.c； 
(b) Port and Airport Development Projects (PADS) 
The new airport project at Chek Lap Kok is affirmed to be 
built although there are still differences about the 
funds arrangement between the Chinese and Hong Kong 
governments• Work in the Airport Core Programme include 
the airport itself, the railway, major roads and bridges 
that link the airport to urban areas. These together 
with the reclamation in the port development will create 
over HK$200 billion of work^^. Furthermore, the existing 
airport will be available for redevelopment upon the 
completion of the new airport project. It is the 
government‘s intention to attract private investment to 
fund, not only the commercial and residential sectors, 
but also a large part of its infrastructure. In spite of 
the fact that most of the work is awarded to overseas 
contractors and consultants up to this moment, local 
contractors and consultants will still benefit as the 
development programme goes on. 
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(C) Open door policy of China. 
It is repeatedly emphasized by top Chinese leaders that 
there is no reversal to the open door policy. As China 
IS a huge developing country, both Hong Kong and foreign 
investors are eager to enter the PRC market. Should the 
economy of China prosper, Hong Kong should be the best 
benefit area. 
(d) Political disagreement between the Chinese 
and UK governments• 
Upon the failure of talks on political reforms of Hong 
Kong, Chinese officials including Mr. Lu Ping (Head of 
Hong Kong and Macau Affairs Office) and Mr. Chau Nan had 
repeatedly emphasized that it is more and more difficult 
for co-operation between the Chinese and UK governments. 
Upon the approach of 1997 and the political reform put 
forward by the Governor, Mr. Chris Patten, the political 
issue of Hong Kong is no longer a matter merely between 
the Chinese and UK governments. The Governor had also 
threatened that should China link political problems with 
economic issues, China's MFN status and re-entry into 
GATT may be affected. 
rnnfitruction Industry in Hona Kona 
The construction and property market has been booming since its 
recession in 1984 and 1985. The main reasons are due to: 
(a) limited land supply by the government 
(b) low interest rates 
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(c) speculation of property price 
(d) high demand from local buyers and investors from PRC^^ 
As 1997 is approaching, there is no sign of a downturn in the 
construction industry, especially as more and more Chinese 
investments pour in Hong Kong. The port and airport development 
projects and the future reconstruction of existing land of Kai TaJc 
Airport are expected to provide continued prosperity to the 
construction industry in Hong Kong. 
Egtimatign ot the Private Sector Quantity Surveying Market. 
Size and Profitability of the Quantity Surveying Profession 
in Hong Kong 
The estimated total Quantity Surveying market size in 1993 was 
about HK$620 million. Profitability of the profession is considered 
attractive. Average annual income per firm is HK$31 million whilst 
average annual staff cost per firm is HK$18.2 million. The ratio of 
income to staff cost is 1.7. It should further be noted that the 
salary of staff of directorate grade has been included in the 
calculation of staff cost. Hence the surplus of 70% over the overall 
staff cost is considered a healthy signal to the profession. 
Moreover, the above estimate only considers the traditional 
quantity surveying services in the new building works field. 
Expansion into new markets (such as civil engineering works, repair 
and maintenance work, etc.) and the provision of more variety of 
services to clients currently undertaken by some pioneering Quantity 
Surveying firms are not included in the calculation. 
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COMPETITIVE (IMMEDIATE ENVIRONMENT) 
A Quantity Surveying firm does not operate in a vacuum. It is 
confronted by many actors on the same stage. The competitive 
environment concerns the actors immediately affecting the profession 
and its market. In this section, Michael E. Porter's Five-Forces 
Industry Structural Analysis Model^^ (refer Fig. 4.1.) is adopted to 
examine the competitiveness in the quantity Surveying profession. 
Five forces are identified in the competitive environment. They are： 
(a) Competitors 
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p-jg. 4.1: Mi chap-1 Porter's Five Force Analvsis Model 
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CompRh -i 
There are two types of competitors, namely other Quantity 
Surveying Consultants and other professions (mainly outside the 
construction industry). 
Quantity gurvfiYi ng fjyms. As analyzed in the previous 
section, future prospects for the economy and construction industry 
of Hong Kong are considered optimistic despite an inherent 
uncertainty about 1997. Profitability in the profession is 
attractive. Fixed cost investment is low except that the development 
of information technology may increase companies' capital investment. 
Virtually there is no exit barrier. All these factors tend to create 
a low barrier to entry competitive environment. 
However, on the other hand, buyers‘ switching costs are low as 
every time a new project is to be pursued, a new Quantity Surveying 
consultant can be employed. Moreover a project can be divided into 
different stages and different Quantity Surveyors can be involved in 
various stages, although this practice is not encouraged as 
duplication of information handling will occur and reduce the overall 
efficiency and effectiveness of administrating the project. 
Furthermore, services provided by a profession tend to be 
homogeneous because they are all based on the same set of knowledge 
and skills (refer to Chapter III)‘ especially if the profession is 
not a creative profession. Most QS firms in Hong Kong provide the 
same full range of QS services to their clients. This together with 
low switching costs for buyers tend to increase competition. 
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Rivalry in Hong Kong is further intensified due to the high 
concentration of the market in two large consultant firms which 
together have taken up more than half of the market share. PIMS 
analysis indicates that market share is a major factor associated 
with a business unit's ability to combat competitive pressures and 
thus a high return on investment. Although scale economies are not 
evident in the Quantity Surveying profession, experience curve 
effects and market power from a large market share do exist. Hence, 
those remaining Quantity Surveying firms in the market are in a 
weaker competitive situation. 
Conclusively speaking, competition in the profession is keen 
especially if the pressure of fee reduction to most firms is 
considered. The Architectural Services Department, one of the 
largest public sector employers, is also considering the introduction 
of fee competition to the selection of Quantity Surveying consultants 
at present. The spill over effect to other government bodies and the 
private sector will further increase the competitiveness in the 
profession. 
ntiher competitors. Competition must be defined in terms 
of how the customer can be satisfied in achieving his or her wants 
and needs. Competitors are the alternatives customers may choose in 
preference to the company's offerings, not necessarily the company 
that offers the next most similar product. Hence identification of 
competitors depends on the definition of business. As analyzed in 
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Chapter III, the profession is now changing and likely future 
development areas are value management, procurement management, 
project management, dispute/legal advice, etc. The boundary of the 
profession will blur if QS takes up these new roles and will be in 
direct competition with many other professions such as lawyers, 
accountants, management consultants, etc. Competitive advantages of 
Quantity Surveying Consultants in comparison to these competitors 
include their cost awareness and expertise, knowledge of construction 
combined with site experience, and familiarity of the industry. 
Extent of rivalry will depend on what new services each individual 
firm is to provide and what new markets it will enter. 
Potential Entrants 
Potential entrants can be companies in the Quantity Surveying 
profession or in other professions such as accountancy, law, and 
insurance. 
Entry barriers to the industry are considered low. The main 
reason is Quantity Surveying does not possess a distinctive or 
specialist knowledge base. Other reasons include： 
(a) low capital requirement 
(b) little economies of scale 
(c) small differentiation of services at present 
(d) low switching costs incurred by buyers and suppliers 
(manpower) 
(e) availability of know-how if expert systems are developed. 
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The low barriers to entry together with the attractiveness of 
the industry tends to encourage new companies to enter into the 
realm. However the high uncertainty associated with year 1997 has an 
opposite effect which cancels out these favorable factors of entry. 
Therefore it is expected that major potential entrants will be 
those firms already established in other professions which have an 
ambition to compete in this market. 
Substitutive； 
In markets where technological development is rapid there is a 
constant threat of new, substitute products being invented that will 
satisfy customer needs better than existing products. There are two 
major threats to the profession： 
(a) Substitution of manual measurement by automatic 
measurement made possible by computer aided design 
development. This is not considered an immediate threat 
because of the existence of barriers to change such as 
the Standard Method of Measurement widely adopted today, 
the complicated data structure and data transfer in the 
construction industry, etc. 
The QS profession should take this as an opportunity to 
develop more and better services making use of the 
rapidly developing information technology to satisfy 
clients' need better. 
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(b) Substitution of traditional approach of architect design, 
tender and lump sum contract by a wide variety of methods 
of procuring building works, eg. design and build 
contracts, "turn-key" contracts, and management 
contracting approach. 
This is an immediate threat if Quantity Surveyors are 
advocates of only one particular method. Therefore a 
challenge for Quantity Surveyors is to have sufficient 
experience of the variety of available procurement paths 
to be able to match clients' requirements with the most 
appropriate method, whatever this may be. 
Buyers 
Major clients of Quantity Surveyors are property developers, 
contractors, government, and Quasi-government bodies. A general 
phenomenon is that small Quantity Surveying firms usually have 
contractors as their major clients whilst larger practices usually 
have developers as their major clients. This can possibly be 
explained by the relative compatibility of buyer concentration and 
firm concentration. In addition, most local contractors which employ 
consultant quantity surveying firms are relatively small in size. 
Bigger size contractors usually have a quantity surveying department 
in their company. 
The prevailing commercial culture raises the prominence of 
clients, who have become more demanding of services offered by the 
industry. The effect is considerable, and it is not conferred to the 
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private commercial sector as the industry reorganized to cope with 
the increased workload and more exact client requirements. 
Professionalism is not a defence against queries by clients 
nowadays. Clients begin to question the relevance of traditional 
professional boundaries and functions. Professional services are 
increasingly assessed in terms of the value-added to a client's 
business. Cost advice, procurement advice, financial management and 
cost control, facilities management are all areas of clients' 
concern. 
Such increase in buyer's information, knowledge and expectation 
of the construction industry, together with the availability of 
substitute products and new alternative competitors put Quantity 
Surveying firms into competitive difficulty. Furthermore the ability 
of buyers to integrate backward by the formation of a quantity 
surveying section in their own companies raises their relative 
bargaining power. 
Nevertheless, the increasing intensity of fee competition is 
the immediate concern to most quantity surveying firms. This may be 
explained by the low service differences provided by the profession 
to its buyers. Moreover quality/performance is not easy to be 
measured. In particular the ‘value-added' due to more accurate bills 
of quantities or final accounts is rather difficult to assess. 
Hence, price sensitivity in the industry is high unless more variety 
of services of value to clients are to be provided, especially in 
areas where clients' knowledge is low and uncertainty is high. 
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Suppliers 
In common with most other professions, Quantity Surveying 
utilizes little or no raw materials. The major input is manpower, 
the extensive emigration accelerated by the events of June 1989 is 
now eased and there is even a backflow of professionals to Hong Kong. 
Moreover, there is a sufficient number of young professionals 
graduating from the universities and polytechnics. In addition there 
are many who graduate overseas and return to work in Hong Kong. 
Conclusions 
The competitive environment of the industry is summarized in 
Table 4.3 below. By simply comparing the numbers of '+'s now and in 
future, more severe competition in the industry is expected. 
Michael Porter's Future, say in 
Five Forces Now 5-10 yrs. time 
Competitors ++ ++ 
Potential entrants ++ ++ 
Substitutes + ++ 
Buyers ++ +++ 
Suppliers + + 
Keys： '+++'： - causes very intense rivalry 
'++': - causes moderately intense rivalry 
'+': - causes little rivalry 
Table 4.2: Competitive Environment of 
the Quality Surveyina Industry 
in Hong Kong 
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CHAPTER V 
EXPLORATION of OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
THE QUANTITY SURVEYING PROFESSION 
IN THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA 
introduction 
The economic development in China has been the focus of 
attention in the world in recent years. Not only many companies in 
Hong Kong started investments in China, many foreign companies are 
eager to do business in China as well. As forecasted by many 
economists, the economic development in South East Asia and China 
will be the fastest growing area in the world in the next decade. 
The World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) in 
their respective studies in the last week of May 1993 stated that: 
"China's economy is not just big, it is very much bigger than 
ever envisaged" 
By simply using purchasing power based on a country's currency, 
the IMF concluded that China produced about US$1.7 trillion in goods 
and services in 1992, far greater than most previous estimates of 
about US$400 billion. This recalculation means that the Chinese 
economy, one of the fastest growing in the world, is the third 
largest behind the US and Japan^^. 
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The "China fever" has also resulted in foreign investors 
pouring a record US$3 billion into the country in the first quarter 
of 1993 - a 167% jump over the same period in the previous year^^. 
Official statistics published on 2nd June 1993 showed that apart from 
the US$3 billion invested, pledged investments in the first three 
months soared to US$25 billion, a 347% increase over the same period 
in 1992. The government estimated direct foreign investment 
commitments reached a record US$80 billion for the whole of 1993 -
far exceeding the US$57 billion pledged in 1992. 
major factors affecting foreign investment in china 
The open door policy and economic reforms in China have 
attracted foreign investments in this newly opened market. 
Nevertheless, the China market is not without risks or uncertainty. 
The following is a list of major factors that affect foreign 
investment in China. 
(1) Political Structure of The PRC. 
Under the Communist regime, political decisions and the 
administration have been mainly controlled by a small 
group of people. It has always been said that the PRC 
was ruled by human rather than by law, the past record of 
denying ownership of foreign assets and properties when 
the Communist took over in 1949 is still a dark shallow 
behind most foreigners minds. It is also feared that 
there may be a power struggle resulting in political 
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instability after the death of paramount leader Mr. Deng 
Xiao Ping. 
� Most Favoured Nation (MFN) Status. 
In 1993, US President Mr. Clinton extended China's most 
favoured nation (MFN) trade status for another year but 
would impose conditions thereafter for annual renewals 
after mid-1994. The conditions would require Beijing to 
improve its record on human rights, trade practices and 
weapons sales. MFN status gives China the same low 
duties as other US trading partners- about 5-10%. 
Without MFN, they could rise to more than 100% on some 
goods2 7. 
The recent meeting of Party Chairmen Mr. Ziang Xi Min and 
US President Clinton may have improved relationships 
between the two countries, and although President Clinton 
may want to use MFN issue as a threat against China, both 
countries would not want to see the MFN status lost. 
(3) Human Right Records. 
Since the 1989 crackdown of student protests in Tiananmen 
Square, the human rights issue of China has been the 
center of criticism. The imprisonment of political 
dissidents, suppression of Tibet's element for democracy, 
and intermittent conflicts with some released political 
dissidents have all been critised by Western nations. 
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The refusal to give way under pressure by the PRC 
government on the human rights issue is still an obstacle 
for normal relationships between Western countries and 
the People's Republic of China. 
� Re-entry into GATT. 
China's desire to re-enter GATT came from the punitive 
measures imposed on China's exports by -ome of its 
trading partners. As an effort to rejoin the GATT, the 
first foreign trade law has been drafted and will soon be 
reviewed by the Standing Committee. Other laws relating 
to foreign trade such as anti-dumping and subsidies are 
also under consideration. Nontheless, it is up to 
China's trading partners to appreciate these efforts, 
especially the US and Britain. The former country has 
been using political and human rights issues to link up 
with trade relations while the latter had also linked up 
the GATT issue with political reforms in Hong Kong. 
(5) Surging Inflation and Overheated Economy. 
Spiralling inflation in China has sparked widespread 
fears of social and political upheavals. It is because 
of the overheated economy that China launched its 
austerity programme in July 1993, and it is feared by 
many analysts that China would launch austerity 
programmes again in the near future to stabilize its 
overheated economy and surging inflation. 
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special economic zone (sez) 
Five special economics zones (SEZs) were created, beginning in 
1979. In addition, 14 coastal cities were given the status of "open 
cities," entitling them to approve foreign investment projects, offer 
various incentives' and retain a portion of earned foreign exchange. 
These cities also set aside areas for the development christened 
Economic and Technological Development Zones (ETDZs). The first to 
formally open was Pudong, a section of Shanghai^®. 
The SEZ and open cities programs have succeeded beyond many-
planners' dreams - or hard-liners' nightmares. In what amounts to a 
12-year economic boom, the Japanese and South Koreans have set up 
shop in Liaoning, across the Yellow Sea. Taiwan business people are 
active in Fujian. Hundreds of foreign companies of various 
nationalities have set themselves up in Shanghai. 
But perhaps the most impressive performance of all has taken 
place in Guangdong Province. It absorbed nearly 60% of all foreign 
investment, created 5 million new jobs, accounted for one-sixth of 
China's foreign exports, and experienced economic growth rates that 
exceed the best boom years in Taiwan or South Korea. The Pearl River 
Delta region and that extends from the city of Guangzhou down to the 
border with Hong Kong now by itself has a population of 420 million 
2 9 and a gross domestic product of $240 billion . 
Designed to encourage foreign capital, technology and 
expertise, the SEZs offer many attractions： 
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- reduced tax rates; 
- exemptions from import duties； 
- exemptions from land use fees; 
- favourable and flexible treatment of labour issues； 
- feature the most developed infrastructure in China in the 
form of new roads and port facilities as well as improved 
water and electricity supplies； 
_ situated along the coast and thus are well-positioned for 
the importation of raw materials and the exportation of 
finished products to international markets； 
- enjoy a fair measure of administrative autonomy from the 
central government； and 
- local bureaucracy more experienced in their interactions 
with foreign investors, resulting in fewer bureaucratic 
entanglements than in other areas of the country. 
professional design services in china 
There are many professional design service firms in every 
province, and most of them are state owned. They provide 
professionals such as architects, civil engineers, structural 
engineers and building services engineers for the design of buildings 
and building services. Since the launch of the open door policy in 
197 9 and the encouragement of joint ventures, many joint venture 
developers employ Hong Kong architects and engineers in large 
developments in China mainly because the architectural design 
services in Hong Kong provides greater variety and more advanced 
Western style appearances which are more appealing to local and 
foreign investors. Nevertheless, according to government 
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regulations, the approval of design plans must be submitted to the 
district planning board through local professional design service 
firms. In this way, it creates many opportunities for technical 
communications between Hong Kong and PRC professionals. 
In the early 1980s, construction projects of joint ventures 
were mainly carried out by Hong Kong workers. However due to keen 
competition and increased labour wages of Hong Kong, more and more 
developers have started to employ local contractors and workers for 
construction. 
the role of quantity surveyors in prc 
In the PRC, the role of quantity surveying in local 
professional design firms has not been addressed. Quantity 
measurements and price estimations are mainly done by the relevant 
professionals in their respective fields. However, these 
professionals are only responsible for design of buildings and 
relevant engineering systems. Their roles would end once approval of 
their designs are obtained from relevant government departments. The 
supervision and management of site work are then carried out by the 
developers representatives. Problems often arise as to the quantity 
and prices of work carried out especially when there are no 
professional personnel looking after the quantity surveying field in 
the first place. Many incidents have revealed that many PRC 
contractors argued about the quantities and prices of items with the 
support from the Chinese side of joint venture developments, making 
the foreign counterpart suspectious that there was corruption between 
the contractor and the Chinese counterpart. 
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As more and more foreign developers invest in China, the role 
of the quantity surveyor will become more and more important. Many 
developers will start employing quantity surveying firms for China 
projects to look after their project accounts, and more and more 




STRATEGIC CHOICES TO QUANTITY SURVEYING 
CONSULTANCY FIRMS IN HONG KONG 
segmentation of market 
"If you can divide a larger market into small segments with 
different preferences and subsequently adjust your product (or 
service) to preferences in different segments, then you reduce the 
overall distance between what you are offering to the market and what 
the market requires. By doing so the marketer improves his 
competitive position."3� 
Most companies recognize that they normally cannot serve all 
the customers in a market mainly because most customers are 
heterogeneous in their buying requirements. Some firms will be in a 
better position to serve particular customer segments of a market. 
Instead of competing everywhere, a firm which identifies the most 
attractive parts of a market that it could serve effectively often 
performs outstandingly. 
According to Kotler^^, where there are differences in 
preference patterns, there is scope to segment markets. In the 
Quantity Surveying industry the market can be segmented by： 
(a) client 
(b) work types 
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Which Show different requirement and preference patterns. 
Markert .spampntuition hy 广lig^ nt Typ^p 
There are many ways of classifying clients, eg. developers vs 
contractors, private vs public, profit making vs non-profit making, 
local vs overseas, small vs big firms, etc. All of them have 
different requirements and preference on Quantity Surveying services. 
Taking into account these possible distinctions, the following 
segmentation by clientele is recommended. 
(a) Private developers 
(i) Public limited companies 
(ii) others 
(b) Private contractors 
(i) Public limited companies 
(ii) others 
(c) Government 
(d) Charitable Organizations 
(e) Overseas clients 
(f) Others 
Private developers. This group of clients requires 
mainly traditional Quantity Surveying services including estimating, 
bills of quantities production, tendering and contractual 
arrangement, payments assessment, final accounts and claims 
settlement, etc. It is the group in which most new/related Quantity 
Surveying services have the potential. It is also one of the largest 
group of clients. Most of the businesses are concentrated in large 
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public limited companies. A common phenomenon is that public limited 
developers usually employ large consultancy firms whilst small ones 
employ smaller size consultants. Large developers usually have 
internal consultant management units which are capable of checking 
and scrutinizing a professional firm's service whilst small 
developers do not. in many cases, small developers employ 
professional Quantity Surveyors to perform functions such as project 
management in addition to traditional Quantity Surveying services. 
Private contrant-.n-r.q Services required by contractors 
are mainly preparation of payment applications, claims, dispute/legal 
advice, construction management, etc. This sector is mainly served 
by smaller Quantity Surveying firms. Most local contractors which 
employ Quantity Surveying consultants are relatively small in size. 
Big local contractors usually have their own internal quantity 
surveying departments. 
It is not surprising to find that the two client sectors, 
private developers and private contractors, are served by different 
groups of professional consultancy firms. The possible reasons are： 
(a) Contractors and developers are the two parties in 
building and construction contracts. A quantity 
surveying firm which serves both types of clients may 
have the problems of: 
(i) conflict of interest because there arises a 
question of which side's interest he is protecting. 
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(U) unclear market positioning resulting in 
‘stuck-in-the-middle'32 situation. 
(b) Size of contracting firms employing Quantity Surveying 
services is usually small compared with developers. As 
size is a major attribute in deciding the balance of 
bargaining power between two parties in commercial 
negotiations, it is reasonable to expect that small 
clients are mainly served by small firms while large 
clients are served by large firms. 
(c) Services required by contractors and developers are 
different as illustrated earlier. Consultants 
specializing in one sector may develop a competitive edge 
over other firms which do not have the expertise and 
experience in the field. 
Government bodies. Government bodies are another major 
client sector besides the developer sector, but services required by 
the two clients are similar. The two major government departments 
which currently employ professional consultant firms are the 
Architectural Services Department and the Housing Department. 
The major difference between government organizations and 
private developers is the higher accountability of government 
organizations to the public which results in more rules and 
procedures in the selection of consultants. Government adopts a more 
systematic way in appointing consultants. There is an approved list 
of qualified practices. Each practices' past records, technical 
ability, amount of works-in-hand, adequacy of resources, etc. are 
rated. Periodically government reviews performance of consultants on 
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the list by sending officials to their offices. Appraisal is made 
and records are kept on file. 
For government work, fees are paid according to the fee scale 
provided by the professional body. Hence government jobs are a 
reliable and profitable source of income to private consultants. 
However this practice is changing and fee competition may be 
introduced to government jobs in near future. 
Knowing the difference in buying requirements and the process 
between government and private developers may help consultant firms 
in planning the appropriate marketing mixes for the two types of 
clients. In general, government bodies emphasize more on quality 
while private bodies emphasize more on punctuality and urgency 
Charitable organizations. This is a small clientele 
compared to other client sectors. These include organizations for 
the housing and caring of the elderly, orphans, retarded or disable 
people. Major concern of this type of client is the price of 
services. 
Overseas clients. These include local developers in 
areas such as mainland China, Thailand, Singapore and Malaysia. 
Development projects include hotels, commercial buildings' and large 
shopping centres. 
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Market .Spamprn-Rtion hy Wr^ rk Typ^ .c； 
Construction works can be divided into the following 
categories： 
(a) New building works 
(i) Builder's works 
(ii) Building services 
(b� New civil engineering works 
(c) Repair and Maintenance 
At present, Quantity Surveying services are mainly provided to 
new builder's works. There is minor involvement of quantity 
surveying in the other three areas. The major entry barriers are ： 
(a) specialized knowledge in these areas with which the 
profession is not too familiar； 
(b) Cost of construction not particularly quantity related in 
building services and civil engineering works； and 
(c) lack of cost data possessed by the profession. 
With the development of the skill and knowledge base of 
Quantity Surveying (refer Chapter III), all the above barriers will 
not exist any more. The profession should consider the opportunity 
of entering these new markets. 
It is expected that market sizes of these three sectors will 
increase because： 
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(a) the proportion of cost of building services in overall 
construction cost is rising due to the increasing complexity of 
building services installation； 
(b) the development of the Port and Airport Projects (PADS) 
includes much civil engineering works such as railway, roads, 
bridges, reclamation, etc； and 
(c) many buildings in Hong Kong are more than 30 years old. Repair 
and maintenance works is considered a big market. In the past 
10 years, maintenance and repair has grown substantially. 
Quantity Surveyors may consider the feasibility of joint 
venturing with building surveyors to enter into this market. 
opportunities and threats 
Based on the analysis in the previous chapters, opportunities 
and threats to the local Quantity Surveying profession are summarized 
in the following table： 
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—-Opportunities <----- > T h r e a t s ~ 
profession^ I Emergence of a l t e r n - I Cash Cow of the 
knowledge in native procurement profession, Bills of 
economics, systems Quantities in 
construction and maturity/decline stage 
contract law provides Rapidly developing 
competitive edge to information technology 
the profession 
Client demand for 
value-added services 
Future prospect of Uncertainty of 
Hong Kong expected to political future 
be positive in favour prospects of Hong Kong 
of Hong Kong 
The PADS project 
Widening international Increasing competition 
market and increasing both within and from 
diversification of QS outside the profession 
into new service areas 
both within and 
outside the 
construction industry 
6.1; Opportunities and Threats to the 
Quantity Surveying Profession in Hong Kong 
In the coming section, strategies will be proposed for private 
sector professional Quantity Surveying firms in Hong Kong taking into 
account the opportunities and threats to the local profession, and 
also knowledge from classical literature on strategies. The adoption 
of any particular strategy will depend on individual firms' 
characteristics, and strengths and weaknesses in relation to other 
competitors either within or outside the Quantity Surveying 
profession. 
levels of strategies 
According to Charles Hofer and Dan Schendel^^, organizations 
have three major levels of strategies： corporate, business, and 
functional. 
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(a) Corporate strategy identifies what business or businesses 
the organization should be in and indicates how it will 
fundamentally conduct itself in that business or those 
businesses. 
(b) Business strategy describes how the organization will 
compete in a chosen business by identifying the target 
markets and manipulating the marketing mix. 
(c) Functional strategy describes how the organisation will 
support its business strategy and focuses on making the 
most effective and efficient use of resources. 
Only corporate strategies are considered in this Study. 
literature review on strategies 
In 1985, Michael E. Porter proposed three generic competitive 
strategies to achieve above-average performance in an industry： cost 
leadership, differentiation, and focus^"^. Porter argued that all 
successful competitive strategies can be categorized in one of these 
three generic strategies. Those companies that have failed to 
achieve an advantage in at least one of these ways are categorized as 
‘stuck in the middle' and have very little basis on which to build a 
successful and sustainable position in the market place. 
The three generic strategies are described briefly below： 
(a) Cost leadership 
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This strategy creates a financially based advantage to 
the firm. Under this strategy the company seeks to 
obtain a cost structure significantly below that of 
competitors while retaining products on the market that 
are in close proximity to competitors' offerings. Cost 
leadership attained through aggressive construction of 
efficient scale economies, experience effects, tight cost 
and overhead control, and cost minimization in R&D, 
services, advertising, etc. Cost leaders typically need 
high market share to achieve the above economies and 
favourable access to raw materials, eg. through backward 
integration. The strategy is particularly suitable in 
commodity markets where there is little or no 
differentiation between the brands offered. If low costs 
could be translated into lower prices, this would 
effectively be a differentiation strategy using price as 
the basis on which to differentiate. 
(b) Differentiation 
This strategy creates a market-based advantage by 
creating something that is seen as unique industry-wide 
and is valued by customers. Differentiation can be 
achieved on a variety of bases such as design, style, 
product or service features, price, image, etc. As 
Quantity Surveying is a profession, services provided by 
individual consultants will be similar. Hence there is 
only a moderate scope for individual firms to 
differentiate their services unless service variety in 
the profession is increased. On the other hand, 
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differentiation on other marketing issues such as 
promotion, distribution and price is still possible in 
the industry. 
(c) Focus 
This strategy involves focusing the company's attention 
on one or more segments of the market. It may be 
achieved through serving specialized segments of the 
market or concentrating on a specific geographic region. 
The strategy is particularly suitable for the small 
company attempting to compete with major national and 
international companies. Focus is actually achieved by 
adopting either a cost leadership, or more often, 
differentiation strategy within a particular target 
market. The more competitive the overall market, the 
more likely is it that a focus strategy will be suitable, 
even for market leaders. 
Another classification of strategies is provided by Ansoff^^ to 
describe a range of growth strategies, including market penetration, 
market development, product development and diversification. Besides 
Ansoff's Expansion Grid, integration is also one way of achieving 
growth. However this is not considered appropriate to the Quantity 
Surveying profession because there are no material suppliers and 
retailers in this industry. 
Robert A. Pitts and Charles C. Snow^^ simplified competitive 
advantages into two main strategies: market share and synergy. In 
effect they are synonymous with the cost leadership strategy and 
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diversification strategy. The only difference is that these two 
terms emphasize the 'means' to achieve instead of on the 'ends' to be 
achieved. 
So far all the strategies discussed aim at increasing 
competitive power of a firm in an industry. However there may be a 
situation that competitive conditions are so intense that the only 
feasible way to succeed is to reduce investment. Hence retrenchment 
of the whole business is also one of the viable options in strategic 
decisions. 
The above mentioned strategies can be utilized in many 
different situations and are not necessarily mutually exclusive to 
each other. Factors affecting the choice of strategies include. 
(a) product life cycle 
(b) the economic climate 
(c) market characteristics 
(d) company's competitive position in the market 
(e) business firm life cycle, etc. 
In the Quantity Surveying field, factors (a), (b) and (c) 
affect the profession as a whole whilst factors (d) and (e) affect 
individual firms in the profession. 
strategic directions for private sector quantity 
surveying consultant firms in hong kong 
Based on the understanding of strategic alternatives as 
reviewed in the previous section, eleven strategic directions are 
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proposed for private quantity surveying consultants in Hong Kong. 
Characteristics of the profession and the Hong Kong environment have 
been taken into account in the formulation of these strategic 
directions. They are： 
Strategy 1： Gaining of higher market share through fee 
reduction 
Strategy 2: Gaining of higher market share through means such 
as promotion exercises, publicity, better client 
relations, etc. 
Strategy 3： Focusing in one or two areas of quantity surveying 
(particular services, particular work, or 
particular client types). 
Strategy 4: Achieving cost efficiency through means such as 
economies of scale, learning curve effects, 
specialization through division of labour, etc. 
Strategy 5 ： Improving quality of services adoption of quality 
assurance schemes. 
Strategy 6 ： Increasing variety of Quantity Surveying services 
provided in addition to the traditional services 
provided. 
Strategy 7: Diversification of Quantity Surveying services into 
new areas either inside the construction industry 
or outside the construction industry. 
Strategy 8 ： Provision of integrated surveying services through 
integration/co-operation with other surveying 
professions. 
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Strategy 9： Provision of integrated design phase services 
through integration/co-operation with other design 
team members. 
Strategy 10: Opening new geographical markets outside Hong Kong. 
Strategy 11： Retrenchment, trimming down of the whole business. 
Definitions of these strategies are not necessarily mutually 
exclusive to each other. Some strategies may be complementary to 
others. Each of these strategies will be discussed in detail below. 
Strategy 1;_Gaining of higher market share thrnnah f^^ 
rgc^UCtion. PIMS studies indicate that profitability rises linearly 
with market share。'， advantages curve effect, and market power. 
However, other studies have yield a V-shaped relationship between 
market share and profitability in many industries^®'^^. The message 
is that medium sized firms need to figure out how to break into the 
big league or else settle in some specialized niches where they can 
do outstanding work. There is no similar research in the Quantity 
Surveying industry. However it is still believed to hold in the 
industry. Hence the strategy of increasing market share is 
particularly suitable for small or medium sized QS firms (say no. of 
professional staff from 11-50) with no specialised niches. 
Fee competition in the industry is keen. However to raise 
market share through fee reduction is not as effective as expected. 
A study by Robert D. Buzzell and Frederik D. Wiersema showed that 
companies that cut prices more deeply that competitors did not 
achieve significant market share gains'^®. Presumable enough rivals 
met the price cuts partly, and others offered other values to the 
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buyers, so that buyers did not switch as much to the price cutter. 
Perhaps fee reduction is more like Herzberg's hygiene factor rather 
than his motivation factor"^^. 
Large leading companies may also adopt this strategy to drive 
out smaller size competitors. However in pursuing this strategy, the 
company itself may also suffer from loss of profit due to 
diseconomies of scale and increased difficulties to achieve further 
gains in market share. Furthermore, it appears that if there is no 
attack from market challengers� the changing of balance of market 
share brings no obvious advantages to those leading firms when the 
still optimistic market and low entry barriers of the industry are 
considered. 
Strategy 2;_Gaining of higher market share through means 
such as promotion exercises, publicity, better client relations. 
Considerations are similar to Strategy 1 except that this strategy is 
considered more effective. Client relations are still very important 
in this industry in Hong Kong. Moreover, as objective measures of 
‘value-added' to clients arising from existing quantity surveying 
services are not readily available, clients' perception of the 
company becomes the decisive factor in the selection of a 
consultancy. Promotion exercises and publicity may help in building 
up the corporate image which appeals to clients‘ perceptions. 
.qi-rateaY 3： Focusing in one or two areas of quantity 
fiurveyina. This is in effect one of Michael Porter's generic 
strategies. This strategy is particularly suitable for small 
companies attempting to compete with large companies. It can be 
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Observed in the local market that many small Quantity Surveying firms 
focus on building contractors as their major clients. One medium 
sized firm focuses on providing legal/dispute advice to the industry 
and its strategy is considered successful. 
It should be noted that the two types of clients, developer and 
contractors are not considered compatible clients. As they are the 
two parties in building/construction contracts, they are usually in 
conflicting positions to each other. A Quantity Surveying consultant 
serving both types of clients may be suspected of leaking important 
confidential information of one party to the other party. Hence a 
strategy to cover both types of clients in the same geographical area 
is not advisable as this only blurs the market positioning of the 
firm. Traditionally, developers are served mainly by big firms 
whilst contractors are served by smaller sized firms. 
Strategy 4 ：__Aghigving gOSt gffjgiengy. This is also one 
of Porter's generic strategies. The strategy is carried out through 
building up economies of scale, accumulation of experiences and 
achievement of specialization through division of labour. Typically 
a high market share is required. 
The strategy is considered effective in the present stage of 
the Quantity Surveying profession life cycle when measurement and 
Bills of Quantities can still generate most of the income to the 
profession. Measurement requires relatively less professional 
discretion and is a technical process which can be taken up by 
technical staffs. In addition, efficiency of the process can be 
improved through specialization and accumulation of experience. 
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However the profession cannot remain in status quo forever . 
In the long run, the profession will develop into areas of higher 
uncertainty and low knowledge to clients which requires more 
professional judgment and discretion. At that stage, this strategy 
will become less effective. 
gtr^tggy S；_improving- quality of servings. Quality 
should be related to the concept of 'value-added to clients'. 
Value-added to more accurate bills of quantities, final account or 
interim payments are difficult to assess. As the Quantity Surveying 
profession is monitored by the two professional bodies, RICS and 
HKIS, the quality of professional consultancy is assured to a certain 
extent. Nevertheless, quality can still be a basis for 
differentiation. The most important is that value signals should be 
conveyed to the customers. An image of competence or quality with 
the clients or potential clients will help. The adoption of a 
quality assurance scheme can reduce occurrence of potential mistakes 
and also be served as a value signal to clients. 
Quality has been demonstrated by the PIMS project to be a major 
determinant of product acceptance^]. pims has also shown a positive 
association between ROI and quality. Quality was shown both to have 
a greater impact on ROI level and as a means of gaining market share 
than lower pricing. As the profession is moving in a direction to 
provide more new services to clients, the profession as a whole will 
face challenges of introduction of new services to customers and also 
competition from other professions. Quality will become a very 
important factor to differentiate a Quantity Surveying firm from 
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Other competitors, either inside the Quantity Surveying industry or 
outside it. 
Strategy 6；_Increasing variety of quantity survf^ying 
gervigep in addit-ion to the tradi t-,-i onal s^rvi ces prnvi HpH . The 
profession as a whole is forced to provide new services to the 
market, partly due to technology developments and partly due to 
changing client requirements and expectations. Ansoff's 
Product/Market Expansion Grid was used to study the possible new 
services that can be provided. The following is a list of services 
which can be provided by the profession： 
(a) Related technique offered in conjunction with the 
tradition services 
(i) Life cycle costing 
(ii) Risk analysis 
(iii) Dispute/legal advice 
(iv) Insolvency advice 
(v) Value management 
(vi) Procurement management, etc. 
(b) New services 
(i) Construction management (not include design phase) 
(ii) Project management 
(iii) Project rescue services 
(iv) Taxation advice 
(v) Built asset/facilities management 
(vi) Property development, etc. 
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Services in (a) above are based on knowledge and skills which 
the Quantity Surveying profession is familiar with and hence can be 
mastered without much difficulty. Services in (b) above are 
considered new to the profession. Firms that wish to provide these 
types of services have to equip themselves with relevant skills or 
knowledge, or as an alternative, they may choose to form synergy with 
other firms or parties which possess the expertise. In any way, 
research and development is a major component of this strategy. 
Increasing variety of services is a major trend to the 
profession. Which services to be provided depend on individual 
consultant firms' characteristics such as its strengths and 
weaknesses. Nevertheless, the New Airport Project has to be 
completed in a very urgent time span, contractual disputes are 
unavoidable. Legal and dispute advice will be required and therefore 
is a major area for the profession to consider,, but it will be in 
direct competition with the legal profession. 
Str^tggy 7 ；_Diversification of quantity surveying 
service into new areas. In addition to the new building works 
market, new markets where the Quantity Surveying profession can 
develop are as follows： 
(i) New building services works, 
(ii) New civil engineering works, 
(iii) Repair and maintenance works, etc. 
Building services works are of increasing importance today in 
terms of the high cost proportion in the overall construction budget 
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(about 30-50%) and the complexity of installation. Quantity 
Surveyors generally have been slow to specialize in this area. 
With the development of the New Airport Project, much 
infrastructure will have to be built and a vast amount of engineering 
works is a very big market to be explored. Legal and dispute advice 
will be major types of services required in this area. 
The maintenance and repair market is also attractive. in the 
past 10 years, maintenance and repair has grown substantially whilst 
the proportion of other types of construction work remain relatively 
steady. This is probably due to the growth in the total stock and 
complexity of buildings. 
Str^tggy 9;_Integration/co-operation with other 
surveying professions. This is in effect an extension of Strategy 6. 
The extension of Quantity Surveying skills and services has led to 
overlaps with other professions and indeed other surveying 
disciplines. There is a core of skills common to all surveyors which 
can also be extended to practice and services. Through synergy with 
other surveying disciplines, it is possible to offer one-stop 
surveying services under a ‘chartered surveying' umbrella which may-
be more appealing to developers. 
.qhrateav 9: Integration/co-operation with other desicrn 
抓 members. As reflected in Fig. 2.1, the Quantity Surveying 
profession can be regarded as an element in two sets ： the set of 
Surveying profession and the set of Design Team. These two sets of 
grouping provide two directions of integration strategy for the 
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Quantity Surveying profession. Strategy of integration with other 
surveying professions was already described in Strategy 8 above. 
The advantage of this strategy is that the design team members 
joining together can improve their internal communications and 
co-ordination which in turn may result in better and faster design 
for the customers. However this strategy is not considered an 
effective strategy for the Quantity Surveying profession because： 
(a) Clients may prefer to form their own design teams by 
selecting those design team consultants they like. 
(b) Technologically, tasks of Quantity Surveying is different 
from those of other design team professions. 
(c) Many clients see the separation of financial management 
and advice from design and construction as particularly 
important especially when new contractual arrangements 
such as design and build, construction management become 
more popular. Quantity Surveyor's role as an independent 
financial and contractual adviser free from any vested 
interests may appeal to clients' need. 
Strategy 10： Opening new geographical markets outside 
Hong Kong. One purpose of diversification strategy is to spread 
risk. Although the future prospect of Hong Kong is still optimistic, 
it depends on many conditions. Hence opening of new markets outside 
Hong Kong is a reasonable strategy to overcome this uncertainty. 
Furthermore, areas such as mainland China, Thailand, and South East 
Asia, etc. are all areas of high growth potential but with no local 
backup of Quantity Surveying. The one who first establishes its 
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brand in new markets there may gain advantage of having the first 
bite of the apple. Large local practices have already pursued this 
strategy for a period of time. 
Str^tggy 11 ；_Retrenchment. This strategy reduces the 
amount of capital invested in the organization. This move may be 
necessitated by financial difficulties or profit extraction. Scope 
and size of business is reduced in order to lesson the firm's 
exposure to risk. This may be a temporary measure to overcome cash 
flow difficulties, or a permanent measure if the Quantity Surveying 
Industry is considered less profitable in the long term. 
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CHAPTER VII 
RESULTS FROM QUESTIONNAIRE REPONSE FROM 
LOCAL QUANTITY SURVEYING CONSULTANTS 
introduction 
In order to get an understanding of strategies adopted by Hong 
Kong Quantity Surveying firms, a questionnaire was designed and sent 
to those firms. The questionnaire (refer to Appendix) is divided 
into three sections： 
(a) Characteristics of the firm; 
(b) Strategic management of the Hong Kong office； 
(c) Strategies of the Hong Kong office (the eleven strategies 
developed in the previous Chapter). 
It is estimated that there are less than thirty Quantity 
Surveying practices in Hong Kong. Seventeen questionnaires were sent 
out. In total there were eight returns' among which 
(a) seven were completely answered； 
(b) one was half-answered. 
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As the population size and sample size are too small to enable 
any probability and confidence level analysis to be carried out, 
there is no intention to achieve any statistical conclusions from 
this questionnaire. Instead, phenomena as reflected from the 
returned questionnaires are described to give a preliminary picture 
of the profession in Hong Kong. 
The results will be shown in two perspectives in the coming two 
sections： 
(a) Collective results 
Results which are shown collectively with no reference to 
individual firms 
(b) Specific results 
Results which are related to firms with particular 
characteristics 
Care is exercised in the presentation of results in order to 




Ch^r^cterisMc of Fir-jn^  
„ No. of % of total 
赋 脚 O f th. fir. f i ^ 
local 2 25% 
multinational g 
NOf Qf professional t^.P^ ff 
1 - 1� 1 12.5% 
11-50 5 62.5% 
51-100 1 12.5% 
>200 1 12.5% 
Value of Proiecf.s-in-hanrf 
<100m 1 12.5% 
100m - 1,000m 1 12.5% 
1,000m - 10,000m 3 37.5% 
>10,000m 3 3 7 5 % 
No, of Separate business sections 
1 5 62.5% 
2 - 3 3 37.5% 
Separate business sections mentioned 
Project management, computer services, building services, 
quantity surveying, land surveying, management consultancy. 
It can be seen from the above results that the majority of 
Quantity Surveying practices in Hong Kong are multinational in 
nature, small in size (11-50 professional staff) and operate only one 
strategic business unit, the Quantity Surveying business. About 75% 
of the firms returning the questionnaire have projects-in-hand of 
value greater than $1,000 million HK dollars. 
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Cayryinq out of corporate Plann-irig 
M. . Nq, Qf 令 Of tcpt^ l 
Ml 啡 Qn firms answered 
Yes 3 37.5% 
N � 5 62.5% 
Carrying out of corporatp planning 
Yes 5 71.5% 
No 2 28.5% 
Not answered 1 
Interval of corporate planning 
< = 1 / 2 year 2 28.5% 
1/2 - 1 year 2 28.5% 
1 - 2 years 3 43% 
Not answered 1 
Normal time span of corporate planning 
1 -3 years ahead 7 100% 
Not answered 1 --
Periodic monitOJTir^g 
Yes 6 86% 
No 1 14% 
Not answered 1 
Periodic monitoring mainly by review of accounts through 
means such as variance analysis 
Ft^f^dback system to corporate planning 
Yes 4 57% 
No 3 43% 
Not answered 1 
This is carried out mainly through partners meetings 
PI aripHnq t.Qols used 
Market Attractiveness 1 25% 
-Business position assessment 
SWOT analysis 2 50% 
Others 1 25% 
Not answered 4 --
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广 一 “ . Ng^ Of 令 Ot tot… 
corporate pl^np prepared by firms answered 
Partners/directors (H.K. office) 5 71.5% 
Partners/directors (head office) 2 28.5% 
Not answered 1 _ _ 
W这ys Qf mcpnitorinq environmental aspfinf.q 
Subscribe journals/economic analysis 4 80% 
Do forecasting 4 80% 
Employ consultants 0 0% 
Through professional institutions 2 40% 
Through census and statistics dept. 1 20% 
Through government publications 4 8 0% 
Take seminars courses 3 60% 
Not answered 3 
View on future business scenario 
Optimistic 4 57% 
Neutral 2 29% 
Pessimistic 1 14% 
Not answered 1 
Interval of monitoring of competitors^ 
pgrfgrm^ncg 
Everyday 1 14.3% 
<=1/2 year 3 42.8% 
1/2 - 2 years 1 14.3% 
> 2 years 1 14.3% 
Never 1 14.3% 
Not answered 1 
About 60% of the firms do not have a corporate mission. Most 
of them carry out corporate planning. Intervals for planning range 
from less than six months to at most 2 years. All firms which carry-
out corporate planning plan 1-3 years ahead. Most of these firms 
have periodic monitoring of their plans. However only a little more 
than half of them have feedback systems to improve accuracy and 
effectiveness of planning. All corporate plans are prepared by 
partners/directors. Most are prepared by local partners. 
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Most firms are optimistic about the future of business in Hong 
Kong. Most practices monitor key competitors' performance in an 
interval of less than half a year. 
jobs-in-hand and income classification 
jQbs-jn-hand classified accordina to Work Types 
All consultancy firms answering the questionnaire operate in 
the builder's work field. Three of them have more than 40% of their 
business in the civil engineering industry. One company has 20% of 
value of jobs in both building services and in repair and maintenance 
works, a total of 40% of its business. (Refer to Table 7.1) 
It can be seen from the table that many firms have already 
moved into the civil engineering field and have began to diversify 
into the building services and repair and maintenance market. It is 
evident that ‘Strategy 7: Diversification into new markets' as 
described in Section 6 are being pursued in the profession. 
Firm 
Works % A B C D E F G H 
New Building Works 60 78 50 - 45 60 40 35 
(Builder's work) 
New Bulding Works 5 18 20 - 10 5 5 15 
(Building services) 
New Civil Engineering 20 2 10 - 40 20 40 40 
Works 
Repair & Maintenance 15 2 20 - 3 10 5 0 
Others - - - - 2 5 10 10 
Total 100 100 100 - 100 100 100 100 
Figures in boxes denote % in terms of overall value of works 
Tahlf^ 7.1: Jobs-in-hand classified accordina to work types 
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jQbS-ln-harifi rlassified according to Clipnf Typf^s 
It can be seen from Table 7.2 that the major clients to the 
profession are public limited developers and government. It is 
estimated that each of these two client types occupies about 40% of 
the Quantity Surveying market. 
Firm 
Clients % A B C D E F G H 
Private Developers 35 - 30 - 60 25 40 25 
(Public Ltd.) 
Private Developers - 5 - - 5 - 1 5 
(Others) 
Private Contractors 20 5 - - - 3 30 45 
(Public Ltd.) 
Private Contractors 83 - - - - - -
(Others) 
Government 40 - 50 - 30 65 15 5 
Charitable Organisation - - 10 - 5 2 5 10 
Overseas Clients 5 10 5 10 
Others - 7 - - - - - -
Total 100 100 100 - 100 100 100 100 
Table 7.2： Jobs-in-hand classified according to client types 
Income classified according to Service Types 
All local Quantity Surveying consultants in the sample rely on 
provision of traditional services as the most important source of 
income except one practice which focuses solely on providing legal 
and dispute advice (Refer to Table 7.3). 
Legal and dispute advice is the most significant related 
service provided by the profession. For new services, project 
management is the major star to be developed. 
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Firm 
Clients % A B C D E F G H 
Traditional Services 89 8 5 1 0 0 - 9 5 8 7 7 5 6 0 
Related Services 4 1 2 0 - 5 5 1 0 1 0 
New Services 7 3 0 - 0 8 15 30 
Total 100 100 100 - 100 100 100 100 
T这ble 7,3; Income classified according to service types 
strategic directions for the hong kong office 
Questions are set based on the strategic directions developed 
in Section 6. Results are tabulated in Tables 7.4, and 7.5. 
Strategies No. of firms 
which adopt the 
strategy now 
1. Fee reduction to gain market share 2 
2. Promotion to gain market share 4 
3. Focusing 5 
4. Cost efficiency 4 
5. Quality 6 
6. Increasing service variety 4 
7. Diversification into new works 3 
8 . Integration with other surveying professions 2 
9 . Integration with design team members 1 
10. Opening new geographical markets outside H.K. 7 
11. Retrenchment l 
Tahlg 7-4: Strategies adopted bv Hong Kong 
miantity Surveying Practices 
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Weighted total no.* of practices 
selecting the strategy as one of the 
'TOP 3‘ Strategies 
Stragegies Short Term Medium Term Long Term Trend ** 
(now) (in 5 years) (in 10 years) 
1- Fee reduction 
2• Better promotion 2 g 7 “ 
3 • Focusing ^ 7 ^ I 
4. Cost efficiency 2 3 3 “ 
5. Qualtiy l i n 1 2 I 
S. Increasing service variety 3 6 7 + 
7. Diversification into new works 2 2 3 + 
8 . Integration with other Surveying 1 3 4 + 
professions 
9. Integration with design team 0 0 0 0 
member 
10. Opening new geographical markets 7 10 12 + 
outside Hong Kong 
11. Retrenchment 1 0 0 -
* A weighting of ‘3‘ is assigned to each firm which selects the 
strategy as the TOP FIRST strategy. 
A weighting of '2' is assigned to each firm which selects the 
strategy as the TOP SECOND strategy. 
A weighting of ‘1‘ is assigned to each firm which selects the 
strategy as the TOP THIRD strategy. 
** Trend： 
'0'： Neutral 
'+' ： Increasing importance with time 
Decreasing importance with time 
Tah1 P, 7-5 Summated "TOP 3" Important Strategies Perceived bv 
Hong Kong Quantity Surveying Practices 
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The most common strategies being adopted now, in descending 
order of occurrence, are as follows (see also Table 7.4)： 
(a) Strategy 10: Opening new geographical markets outside 
Hong Kong 
(b) Strategy 5: Improving quality of services. 
(c) Strategy 3: Focusing 
(d) Strategy 2: Improving promotion exercises, publicity, 
client relations, etc. 
(e) Strategy 6： Increasing variety of Quantity Surveying 
services. 
Strategies which are adopted least are (refer Table also 7.4): 
(a) Strategy 9: Integration with other design team members. 
(b) Strategy 11: Retrenchment. 
Table 7.5 shows that the following strategic directions will be 
of growing importance, in descending order, in the coming years： 
(a) Strategy 10: Opening new geographical markets outside 
Hong Kong 
(b) Strategy 2: Improving promotion exercises' publicity, 
client relations, etc. 
(c) Strategy 6: Increasing variety of Quantity Surveying 
services. 
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On the other hand, Table 7.5 also reflects those strategic 
directions which are becoming less important. Those strategies are 
listed below in descending order of decreasing importance: 
(a) Strategy 5: Improving quality of services. 
(b) Strategy 3: Focusing 
The above results may show that most local practices are 
optimistic about the future business environment in Hong Kong as 
reflected by the low priority of the retrenchment strategy among the 
firms. The high priority of strategy 10: ‘Opening up of geographic 
market‘ indicated that many practices in Hong Kong consider the local 
business environment in the near future, although optimistic, to be 
volatile and highly uncertain. On the other hand, overseas markets 
are of increasing attractiveness. Places in Asia and Far East region 
are ‘hot' markets for diversification. Eastern Europe and Australia 
are also mentioned as places for expansion of business in the medium 
or long run (more than 5 years ahead). 
Strategy 6： ‘Increasing service variety' is also one of the 
commonly adopted strategies and one of the strategies which are 
perceived to be of growing importance. This is in line with the 
discussion in Chapter III. From the returned questionnaires, it can 
be seen that project management is the major service which most firms 
pursue. This is an area which is not within the profession's 
traditional skill and knowledge base. Likely competitors are 
architects, engineers' management consultants' etc. The reason why 
so many Quantity Surveying consultancy firms are attracted to this 
area is possibly due to the existing vacuum in this field where no 
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one profession is able to completely dominate or master the market at 
the moment. In addition, there is profitability and status in the 
construction industry associated with the provision of this service. 
Another strategy which is adopted frequently today is the 
focusing strategy. Future areas of focusing as revealed from the 
returned questionnaires include the civil engineering field, building 
services field, and project management. 
There was only one company concerned with strategy 9 in the 
returned sample. The phenomenon may be explained by reasons proposed 
in Chapter VI (Strategy 9). 
The emphasis of quality has already received quite a lot of 
attention in the profession nowadays. Eventually, when most Quantity 
Surveying firms achieve a certain quality standard, quality will 
cease to be a key strategy to being distinguished, but will still be 
an essential factor for survival. 
The decreasing significance of the focus strategy may reflect 
the confidence of most firms on their future business and their 
intention to expand their business. 
relative importance of future clients 
The result of client types revealed that the two most 
importance clients are government and public limited private 
developers. It can be seen that overseas clients are of growing 
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importance as quantity surveying firms place more and more attention 
on China and South East Asia markets (refer to Table 7.6). 
Weighted total no.* of practices 
selecting the client as one of ‘T0P3‘ 
Client 
Client Type Short Term Medium Term Long Term Trend ** 
(now) (in 5 years) (in 10 years) 
~""“Private Developers 12 10 11 Insignificant 
(Public Ltd.) change detected 
2. Private Developers 2 3 2 Insignificant 
_ e r s ) change detected 
3. Private Contractors 8 7 7 Insignificant 
(Public Ltd.) change detected 
4. Private Contractors 5 5 5 Insignificant 
(Others) change detected 
5 • Government 14 16 14 Insignificant 
change detected 
6. Charitable Organisation 1 0 0 Insignificant~ 
change detected 
7. Overseas Clients 3 5 7 + 
* A weighting of ‘3‘ is assigned to each firm which selects the 
client as the TOP FIRST client. 
A weighing of '2' is assigned to each firm which selects the 
client as the TOP SECOND client. 
A weighing of T is assigned to each firm which selects the 
client as the TOP THIRD client. 
•* Trend： 
'0'： Neutral 
'+': Increasing importance with time 
'-': Decreasing importance with time 
Table 7•fi Summated "TOP 3" Important Client Types Perceived bv 




strategic direction of the quantity surveying 
profession as a whole in hong kong 
The Quantity Surveying profession as a whole has undergone a 
stream of changes since its first appearance in the Seventeenth 
Century in order to adapt itself to the continuously changing 
environment. In these few years, changes are more rapid and the 
effect of changes are more far-reaching. The profession's future 
does not depend on how much they can resist or they can adapt, but on 
how much of these changes they can influence. 
The influences affecting the future scope and practice of the 
profession are many and varied. Opportunities and threats to the 
local Quantity Surveying profession were summarized in Table 6.2. 
They included： 
(a) Client demand for value-added services 
(b) Rapidly developing information technology 
(c) Emergence of alternative procurement systems 
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(d) Diminishing significance of Bills of Quantities as the 
sole means of tendering and contractual arrangement 
(e) Diminishing significance of measurement skills and 
increasing importance of other skills and knowledge 
(f) Widening markets and increasing competition from both 
inside and outside of the profession 
(g) Optimistic but volatile and uncertain future of the 
business environment in Hong Kong. 
To respond to these factors of influence, the profession's 
skill and knowledge base must be dynamic (refer to Chapter III). 
Although bills of quantities are not about to disappear, their 
production and use will become increasingly automated. New 
applications have to be developed especially in areas of early cost 
advice, cost control and market forecasting. The proliferation of 
procurement paths in construction provides excellent opportunities 
for the Quantity Surveying profession to provide procurement advice 
and management. Besides providing more client oriented services, a 
more innovative and proactive attitude is required so as to satisfy 
clients' needs better and more effectively. Problems and changing 
client requirements must be anticipated rather than awaited. 
Hence, in order to thrive and grow, Quantity Surveying firms 
must continue to develop new services and enter new markets. Success 
will depend on an ability to demonstrate the value of Quantity 
Surveying skills and expertise. This in turn depends on the 
academics in the profession or individual firms' which will examine 
not only internal developments of new techniques but also the 
changing nature of client demand. 
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strategic directions of individual quantity surveying 
practices in hong kong 
In Chapter VI, eleven strategies were proposed for Hong Kong 
Quantity Surveying consultants. Each strategy was discussed in 
detail in that Chapter. Summarizing the discussion in Chapter VI, 
the relative importance of these strategies in both the short, medium 
and long term, and what types of firms to which they appeal are 
tabulated in Table 8.1. 
The results of the returned questionnaires (Chapter VII) in 
general is consistent with conclusions in Table 8.1, with the 
exception of the following： 
(a) ‘Focusing' (Strategy 3) is perceived to be of diminishing 
importance. 
(b) The firm which selected ‘Cost efficiency ‘ (Strategy 4) 
as among the TOP 3‘ strategies perceives it to be of 
increasing importance. 
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L Suitable to 
Snort Term Medium Term Long Term (Firm 
Strategies (Now) (in 5 years) (in 10 years) characteristics) 
1. Fee reduction small or medium 
sized firms 
2. Better promotion all firms 
3. Focusing _ 1 all firms 
particularly small 
sized firms 
4. Cost efficiency large firms which 
• ‘ — h a v e already gained 
large market share 
5. Quality - all firms 
6. Increasing service J all firms, 
variety particularly medium 
to large sized firms 
7. Diversification into 
new works all firms 
8. Integration with other all firms 
Surveying professions 
• 
9. Integration with all firms, 
design team member particularly small 
sized firms 
10. Opening new geogra- | - ' " " " 一 “ a l l firms 
phical markets outside — ' 
Hong Kong ‘ , 
V ‘ ‘ 
11. Retrenchment P 二 s with financial 
difficulties or 
wishing to extract 
profit 
Key ： 
Shaded areas represent the relative importance of strategies to the success of Quantity Surveying Practices 
Table 8.1: ^i^r^t.&air Directions to Hona Kona Quantity Surveying consultancies 
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Discrepancies between findings from questionnaire responses and 
conclusions based on analyses in previous chapters can be explained 
by the following： 
(a) All firms returning questionnaires which see ‘focusing' 
important in the short term are firms small in size (<= 50 
professional staff). As the future business environment is 
perceived to be optimistic by most Quantity Surveying practices 
naturally most firms expect to grow in size and the more 
appealing strategy to them is to increase service variety and 
diversification into related markets. This tendency will have 
a ' crowding-out' effect on the 'focusing' strategy because the 
two strategies are contradictory to one another. 
In spite of the findings of the questionnaiire, the author still 
holds the opinion that ‘focusing' remains an important strategy 
in both the short and long term to smaller practices. Although 
the market for quantity surveying practices is expected to be 
optimistic, industry competitiveness will continue to be keen 
as analysed in Chapter IV. Smaller firms that do not possess a 
competitive edge may find themselves stuck-in-the-middle, and 
therefore become uncompetitive. As smaller firms usually lack 
resources to address every aspect of the industry, ‘focusing' 
is considered the best strategy for them to compete with larger 
firms. 
(b) The deduction of reducing importance of ‘cost efficiency' is 
based on the assumption that the profession will in future 
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increase variety of services and will develop into areas of 
high uncertainty and low knowledge to clients which require 
more professional judgement and discretion. If this is the 
case, a firm cannot rely too much on specialization and 
division of labour to achieve scale economies such as in the 
production of bills of quantities (refer to Section 6). The 
relative importance of this strategy over time depends on the 
length of the maturity stage of bills of quantities and the 
measurement skill. Hence, if the profession can still rely on 
measurement and bills of quantities as primary sources of 
income in the coming ten years, ‘cost efficiency' will be a 
significant strategy to consider. 
Furthermore, it is possible that large firms may be forced to 
put more emphasis on cost efficiency in order to maintain their 
size and market share, although sometimes it may be better to 
reduce size and market share to an optimum level so as to 
maximize profitability. 
summzoiy 
Strategic directions of Quantity Surveying in terms of the 
entire profession or individual practices are concluded in the 
previous two sections. It can be said with high certainty that 
directions of development will be in accordance with these 
conclusions. However, timing of changes is difficult to predict. 
Strategic directions for both the profession as a whole and 
individual practices depend much on the life cycle stage of services 
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within the profession. This in turn depends on the persistence of 
the maturity stage of bills of quantities and measurement skills of 
professional quantity surveyors. The speed of development of 
information technology will determine the pace of automation of the 
measurement task which will have a significant impact on the 
profession. Another major factor which affects the timing of changes 
is the speed of adoption of alternative procurement systems by 
developers. 
It is expected that in the coming ten years, fundamental 
changes to the profession will take place. Market gaps will emerge 
if existing Quantity Surveying practices cannot fill them due to lack 
of skills or knowledge to address client needs. Those firms capable 
of addressing their needs will have a window of opportunity for 
significant growth. However, the strategic window^^ will not remain 
open forever. Investment should be timed to coincide with periods 
before the strategic window begins to close. 
- E N D -
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"STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT OF 
QUANTITY SURVEYING FIRMS IN HONG KONG" 
QUESTIONNAIRE ON “ 
"STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT OF QUANTITY SURVEYING FIRMS IN 
HONG KONG" 
This questionnaire is designed as part of a Master of Business Administration research 
project to study the strategic perspective of the Quantity Surveying Profession in Hong 
Kong. 
There are 3 sections to the questionnaire which deal with: 
A. Characteristics of your firm 
B. Strategic management in your Hong Kong office 
C. Strategies of your Hong Kong office 
Your input in responding to the questionnaire will be invaluable in contributing to the 
success of this research. Please be assured that all responses will be treated with the 
utmost confidentiality and will only be used for the purpose of this research project. 
Please fill in your information here. 
Your name : 
Your Position : 
Name of your firm : 
A. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FIRM 
(Please tick the appropriate boxes, and fill in the blanks) “ 
A.l. Nature of your firm : 
I Local 
I Multinational 
A.2. Total no. of professional staff in the H.K. office : 
I 1 to 10 
I 11 to 50 
I 51 to 100 
I 101 to 200 
I 201 or above 
A.3. Approximate total value of projects in hand at present for the H.K. office: 
I HK$100 million or below 
I HK$100 million to 1,000 million 
I HK$ 1,000 million to 10,000 million 
I HK$ 10,000 million or above 
A.4. No. of separate business sections (e.g. Q.S. section, G.P. section, project 
management section) in the H.K. office: 
I 1 
I 2 to 3 
I 4 to 5 
] 6 to 10 
I 11 or above 
Please list the separate business sections below: 
A.5. Jobs-in-hand classified according to work types 
Approximate % 
in terms of overall 
value of works 
Works types 1. New Building Works | — 
(builder's works) 
a. Residential (private) | 一 
b. Commercial (private) | — 
c. Industrial (private) | 一 
d. Government buildings | — 
e. Others | — 
2. New Building Works | 
(building services) 
3. New Civil Engineering Works I — 
4. Repair & Maintenance I 
5. Others, please specify if any I 
1 0 0 % 
A.6. Jobs—in—hand classified according to client types 
Approximate % 
in terms of overall 
value of works 
(Please also state 
the approximate no. 
of clients in the 
brackets) 
Client types 1. Private Developers 
a. Public limited co. | | ( ) 
b. Others | "] ( ) 
2. Private Contractors 
a. Public limited co. | ~~| ( ) 
b. Others | 1 ( ) 
3. Government 
a. Arch Serv Dept | — 
b. Housing Dept | — 
c. Civil Eng Serv Dept | — 
d. Highways Dept | — 
e. Drainage Dept I 
f. Others I I ( ) 
4. Charitable Organisations I ~ I ( ) 
5. Overseas clients ( ) 
• 6. Others, please specify if any ( ) 
ir 
1 0 0 % 
A.7. Income classified according to service types 
(Difficulties may be encountered in filling this section. A rough 
estimate figure will still help.) 
Approximate % in 
terms of overall 
income of the firm 
in the last 12 months 
A.7.1. Traditional Services | — 
(including estimating, BQ production, 
tendering & contractual arrangement, 
payments, final accounts, settlement 
of claims, etc.) 
A7.2. Related Services 
1. New technique offered in conjunction | 
with the traditional services 
a. Life cycle costing | — 
b. Risk analysis | 一 
c. Dispute/legal advice | 
d. Insolvency advice | 
e. Value management | 一 
f. Procurement management | — 
g. Others, please specify if any | ~~！ 
A.7.3. New Services 
(recently offered by QS practices into 
new areas) 
1. Construction management (not include design phase) | 
2. Project management I 
3. Project rescue services 
4. Taxation advice I 
5. Built asset/facilities management I 
6. Property development I 
7. Others, please specify if any I 
广 
1 0 0 % 
B. MATURITY OF STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT IN THE H.K. OFFICE 
(Please tick the appropriate boxes, and fill in the blanks) 
B.l. Briefly state your firm's mission in terms of its major goals: 
B.2. Does your firm carry out corporate planning regularly? 
I Yes (please go to Question B.3.) 
I No (please go to Question B.9.) 
B.3. Interval of carrying out/revising corporate planning: 
I < = half year 
I > half year and < = 1 year 
I > 1 year and < = 2 years 
I > 2 years and < = 5 years 
I > 5 years 
I Never 
B.4. Normal time span of corporate planning: 
I 1 to 3 years ahead 
I 4 to 6 years ahead 
I 7 to 9 years ahead 
I More than 10 years ahead 
B.5. What performance measurements are used to monitor progress toward 
planned objectives? 
B.6. What feedback reports or data are used to help improve corporate planning? 
B.7. Planning tools utilized in your firm: " 
I Boston-Consulting Group Growth-Share Matrix 
I Market Attractiveness-Business Position Assessment 
I Gap Analysis 
I Strength Weakness Opportunity and Threat Analysis 
I Others, please specify below: 
B.8. Corporate plans are prepared by: 
I Partners/directors (headoffice, if international firm) 
I Partners/directors (H.K. office) 
1 Employees without special background/qualification in strategy planning 
1 Employees with special background/qualification in strategy planning 
I External management consultants 
I Others, please specify below: 
B.9. How does your firm monitor environment aspects such as economy, technology, 
law, politics, the industry, etc.? 
I Subscribe journals/economic analyses 
Do forecasting 
Employ consultants 
Through professional institutions 
Through census and statistics department 
Through government publications 
I Take seminars/courses 
I Others, please specify 
•r* 
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B.IO. What is your view on future business prospect in Hong Kong? 
I Excellent 




I Very poor 
B.l l . After answer Question B.IO, how do you cope with the opportunities or 
threats that you are likely to face: 
B.12. How often is key competitors, performance being monitored? 
I < half year 
I > half year and < 2 years 
I > 2 years 
I Never 
C. STRATEGIES FOR THE H.K. OFFICE “ 
The following strategies are proposed for Quantity Surveying firms: 
Strategy 1 : Gaining of higher market share through fee reduction. 
Strategy 2 : Gaining of higher market share through emans such as promotion exercises, 
publicity, better client relations, etc. 
Strategy 3 : Focusing in 1 or 2 areas of quantity surveying (can be particular services, 
particular work types or particular client types). 
Strategy 4 : Achieving cost efficiency through means such as economy of scale, learning 
curve effect, specialisation through division of labour, etc. 
Strategy 5 : improving quality of services, such as adopting quality assurance scheme, 
ISO 9000, etc. 
Strategy 6 : Increasing variety of QS services provided in addition to the traditional 
services provided (refer C3 above). 
Strategy 7 : Diversification of QS services into new areas either inside the construction 
industry (refer C.l above) or outside the construction industry. 
Strategy 8 : Provision of integrated surveying services through integration/ 
co-opeation with other surveying professions. 
Strategy 9 : Provision of integrated design phase services through integration/ 
co-operation with other design team members. 
Strategy 10 : Opening new geographical markets outside Hong Kong. 
Strategy 11: Retrenchment, trimming down of the whole business. 
Other strategies: 
(Please write here if you have any further ideas) 
^ 
C.l Strategies adopted and perceived successful strategies " 
C.1.1. Major Strategies 
Please fill in the boxes in accordance with the following guide lines: 
a. Tick the strategies which your firm is now adopting in the leftmost column 
of boxes. 
b. Select 3 strategies (the TOP 3) and rank them in descending order of 
significance (from "1" being the most important to "3" being the least 
important) to the success of your firm, as perceived by you, in each of 
the following time frames: 
— n o w (in the 2nd leftmost column of boxes) 
— i n 5 years time (in the 3rd leftmost column of boxes) 
— i n 10 years time (in the rightmost column of boxes) 
TOP 3 
Major Strategies Adopted Successful strategies 
In 5 In 10 








Strategy 8 = 
Strategy 9 
Strategy 10 ~ 
Strategy 11 L J L H H I ] L Z _ _ ] 
Other strategies, please 
specify if any 
C.1.2. Please state briefly the rationale behind your answer to C.1.1. 
^ “” “‘ 
C.1.3. If Strategy 3 is selected as one of the TOP 3 Strategies, please state the areas to 
be focused onto, in relation to the time frames underwhich you have selected the 
Strategy: 
Now: 
In 5 years : 
In 10 years : 
C.1.4. If Strategy 6 is selected as one of the TOP 3 Strategies, please state the new QS 
services your firm may provide (refer C.3.), in relation to the time frames 
underwhich you have selected this Strategy: 
Now: 
In 5 years : 
In 10 years : 
C.1.5. If Strategy 7 is selected as one of the TOP 3 Strategies, please state the new 
areas (refer C.l.) or industries to which you may diversify your services, in 
relation to the time frames underwhich you have selected this Strategy: 
Now : 
In 5 years : 
In 10 years : 
C.1.6. If Strategy 10 is selected as one of the TOP 3 Strategies, please state the 
geographical areas to which you may diversify your services, in relation to 
the time frames underwhich you have selected this Strategy: 
Now : — 
In 5 years : — 
In 10 years : 
•r* 
C.2. Future Clients 
Please rank the clients in descending order of significance ("1" being the 
most important) to the success of your firm, as perceived by you, in each 
of the following time frames: 
一 now (in the leftmost column of boxes) 
一 in 5 years time (in the 2nd leftmost column of boxes) 
一 in 10 years time (in the rightmost column of boxes) 
In 5 丨n10 
Now years years 
1. Private Developers 
a. Public limited co. [HIZIZZ] [ZZIZII] [ZZZZZZ 
b. Others L ^ ] ] ] ^ ^ 
2. Private Contractors 
a. Public limited co. 
b. Others ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ZHHH ZZZZZ 
3. Government 
4. Charitable Organisations 
5. Overseas clients EIZIIIZ] 
6. Others, please specify if any 
一 END -
THANK YOU FOR YOUR CO - OPERATION 
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